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April 23,

Dear Sir,
This letter is to inform you that Community Theatre of the Cascades has granted
Anita Hoffman permission to mount a production of The Effects of Gamma Rays on
Man-in-the Moon Marigolds. Her play was submitted to the CTC Play Selection
Committee, voted on and selected. The production is scheduled as part of our 20022003 season.
We have set audition dates for September 9th and 10th , 2002 and production dates
of Oct. 18, 19,20,23,24,25,26,27,30, and Nov. 1,2,3, 2002.
If you require any further information please call me at
Yours truly,

E. Dee Torrey
Artistic Director
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Section One: Evaluation of the play as a production vehicle
The play The Effects of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds by Paul
Zindel won the Village Voice Obie Award and New York Drama Critics Circle Award
for Best American Play in 1970, and the Pulitzer Prize for Drama in 1971 according to
the reference guide, Contemporary Authors: New Revision Series. This Pulitzer Prize in
Drama was the second to be awarded to an Off Broadway production. In 1970, a New
York Times article by Peter Kihss noted the New York Drama Critics considered
playwright Paul Zindel the Most Promising Playwright. In addition, is was noted by the
website, Educational Paperback Associaiton, that the American Library Association
named the play the Best Young Adult Book of 1971. The play can be found in school
libraries and is included on many high school reading lists.
That's where I discovered this play and upon reading it, knew it should my
Master's production selection. The play is deceptively simple, upon first reading, with a
cast of five women, one interior set for two acts, and a theme as old as theatre itself:
survival and hope. Yet, as with all good writing, the play has more levels to it than what
first meets the eye.
This award winning two-act drama chronicles a growing season in the lives of the
Hunsdorfer household. As younger daughter Matilda, or Tillie, prepares radioactive
marigold seeds for a science project, her older and high-strung sister, Ruth, struggles to
win acceptance at school and affection from boys. Their widowed mother, Beatrice,
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supports the household by taking in elderly and infirm boarders and keeps her daughters
in line with her acid tongue, biting sarcasm, and emotional abuse. As Matilda's
experiment progresses and produces a variety of mutations as a result of the varying
levels of radioactive exposure, the parallels within her own family become apparent.
With a biting wit and deadly pointed humor, Beatrice clearly favors Ruth and uses
Matilda's as her whipping girl and scullery maid. This favoritism shifts when Matilda is
chosen to compete in the school's Science Fair and Beatrice must accompany her to the
competition. In a harrowing climax to Act One, Beatrice, upon learning of Matilda's
selection, attacks her for exposing the family to the prying and judgmental eyes of the
outside world. While wishing to remain hidden from the community that once ridiculed
her, Beatrice's attitude shifts in the second act as she views the upcoming event as a
moment of possible triumph: a moment to redeem herself in the eyes of those who have
ridiculed her in the past. Ruth sees the Science Fair as ticket to acceptance among her
peers and rails against her mother when told to stay home to watch Nanny the elderly
boarder. As the tension mounts and Matilda prepares for her presentation, Ruth and
Beatrice vie for the chance to bask in Tillie's new found light with Ruth winning after she
taunts her mother with a long forgotten school nickname, "Betty the Loon". When Ruth
and Matilda leave, Beatrice takes revenge by killing the family's pet rabbit then embarks
on another absurd money making venture, this time creating a tea shop within the
vegetable store. Much like Matilda's radioactive seeds and the resulting mutations, her
family too will transform under the bitter rays of Beatrice's wrath.
While employed at the newly constructed Summit High School in Bend, Oregon,
which includes a Fine Arts wing, the decision to produce and direct this show with the
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Community Theatre of the Cascades, or CTC, was a difficult one. One factor to weigh
was the quality of theatre facilities. Summit High School opened September of2001
with a new 600 seat auditorium, full stage, removable orchestra pit, fly loft, wing space,
programmable light board, recording quality sound system, scene shop, and men's and
women's dressing facilities. CTC, as it will be described later, has none of these features
and can house 130 patrons. A more pressing factor involved employment for the
following school year. With school funding in a precarious state, my teaching position is
likely to be retained for the 2002-3 school year, but will be subject to a cut if state
funding dwindles. To make the timeline for this project successful is seemed wise to offer
the play to CTC's play selection committee.
The Community Theatre of the Cascades is a small theatre located in Bend since
the late 1970's. The theatre space is located in a building close to downtown Bend and is
within walking distance of restaurants and stores. Formally an auto showroom and
garage, the space was remodeled to allow for a small stage, an intimate house of 130, and
other theater work space. It is a thriving community theatre that relies on subscriptions
and ticket sales and has built a loyal audience membership. Many of its season's shows
will sell out all 12-15 performances. Directors, actors, and stage technicians are
volunteers and each show has an available budget of between $2,000-$3,000.
CTC has built its reputation and audience loyalty by producing light comedies and
musicals. It has produced several dramas and one or two classics in previous seasons, but
the play selection committee tends to shy away from scripts with strong language or
controversial themes. Plays of this nature are more likely to be produced with Magic
Circle Theatre, the Central Oregon Community College theatre department, or at Second
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Street Theatre, the newest member of the theatre community. Therefore a theatre patron
might expect to see a performance of Neil Simon's Odd Couple at CTC, a showing of
Sam Shepard's True West at Magic Circle, and a production of the one act Anything For
You by Cathy Celesia at Second Street.
CTC produces six main stage shows and two dinner theater productions each
year. The 2002-2003 season begins rehearsals in July, with a comedy, and will end the
following June with a musical. The season is as follows:
Jake' s Women by Neil Simon,
The Effects of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-moon Marigolds
by Paul Zindel,
All I really Needed To Know I Learned In Kindergarten based on the book
by Robert Fulghum,
This Day and Age by Nagel Jackson,
Tomb With a View, by Norman Robbins,
Forever Plaid, book by Stuart Ross.
As the season illustrates, The Effects of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds
will be the only drama offered in a season of comedies, mysteries, musicals, and reviews.
This play will provide CTC with the opportunity to stretch its theatrical offerings and
show the depth of talent in a relatively small town of 57,000.
While this play is an excellent choice for CTC's 2002-2003 season, it does have
some problems or limitations that must be addressed. One large consideration is the use
of a live animal on stage. Matilda cares for a caged rabbit throughout the first act that is
then killed by Beatrice in the second one. While the rabbit may remain in the cage the
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entire time it is on stage, the close proximity of the audience to the stage means the
audience will be able to watch even its most subtle movements. Therefore there should be
a real animal in a cage and a convincingly dead body double for Matilda to reveal. After
exploring options including the fabrication of a custom puppet and soliciting a local pet
store for suggestions, it has been determined that purchasing a rabbit and cage will be
feasible only if a responsible family will take the "cast member" home after the show.
The rabbit should be introduced to the stage after blocking rehearsals are completed to
get both actresses and the rabbit used to the space, lights, and sound of the production. In
regard to finding a home for the rabbit, a neighbor and her daughter have expressed
interest in being the rabbit's new owners at the end of the show's run.
A second limitation involves the use of cigarettes on stage. Smoking and open
flames are not feasible according to the fire marshal, however due to the intimate
relationship between the audience and the stage, unlit cigarettes will not be convincing
props. Another factor to consider are the tobacco laws in Oregon that forbid minors
under the age of 18 from using any tobacco product. In previous shows that involved
smoking on stage prop cigarettes that appear to have an ash and glow as if lit have been
used effectively. In addition, a puff from the smoker will emit a puff of white "smoke"
from the cigarette. While not perfect in replacing a real cigarette, especially when
Beatrice chain smokes while on the phone, they can be more convincing if actors have
adequate time to rehearse with these particular props.
The setting of play will also provide challenges to overcome. The stage
directions outline the setting as the remnants of an old two-story vegetable store. With
playing space on two levels, the interior setting will be a challenge to achieve in the
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community theatre venue as the stage ceiling measures fourteen feet at its tallest point
and ten feet, one and a half inches under the two large support beams that intersect the
stage and limit flat height. Since set walls can measure no taller than 10 feet high,
making a convincing second story would be a challenge. Therefore a split-level design
will be incorporated to allow for an upper landing without the necessary height of a full
second floor.
While the script provides challenges for the director and designer especially in
regards to the producing theater space, the opportunities far outweigh the potential
problems. For instance, if this play were to be produced in the high school setting, teenage students would be cast to play characters well beyond their years or experience. By
producing this show in this particular venue, casting decisions can be made with actors
who can more convincingly and physically fill the role requirements. Another bonus is
the intimate aesthetic distance that CTC's facility will provide. The dramatic intensity of
the play will be more tangibly experienced before a house of 130 patrons compared to the
cavernous feel of a sparsely attended high school venue seating six hundred.
This play will also provide challenging roles for the talented actresses in this
community. With parts covering a variety of ages each one will be a challenge to portray
in a convincing and realistic manner. An actress might make simple choices and play
Beatrice as a drunken shrew, but she would miss the deeper anger and shame this woman
feels in raising her daughters. There is wicked humor and fragile humanity in this
character that is not readily apparent from the page and should not be overlooked. On the
same note, Matilda is not merely a pathetic and disheveled waif but contains a deeper
strength from within. And while Ruth's outrageous tales and flirtations only repel those
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around her, these actions should endear her to the audience for her intensity and
imagination. The supporting characters of Janice Vickery and Nanny will also prove
challenging respectively for the smug brevity of the first character's appearance and the
silent suffering and blessed deafness of the second one. Each role will give local actresses
the chance to risk and stretch their skills.
Overall, the opportunities overshadow the limitations in the production of this
play in a community theater venue. This volatile and thought-provoking story told in an
intimate setting with a small cast will make for a good evening of theatre. Bringing Paul
Zindel' s play to the Community Theatre of the Cascades should be an exciting
collaboration. CTC's audience, used to comedies, musicals and light entertainment,
should enjoy the change and provocation this show will provide.
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Section One: Project parameters
The Community Theatre of the Cascades, or CTC, has been located near downtown
Bend since 1982. Prior to this date dedicated members, along with support of the local
community college, produced shows for the public using various venues including a
resort restaurant and an elementary school gymnasium. Carole Altrocchi, Executive
Director at CTC, in a brief interview, was able to provide vital details regarding the
history of the theatre. In the early 1980's the group separated from the college to form
their own non-profit theater. With local grants and countless hours of volunteer labor,
CTC created a small theatre venue from a rented building. CTC's new home, formally an
auto showroom and repair garage, was renovated into theatre space for 130 patrons.
Eight years later CTC was able to purchase the building and add more renovations and
upgrades to the facility.
Community Theatre of the Cascades' facility is made up of several sections. The
first division is comprised of the lobby and box office with a will call booth, a business
office, bathrooms, and a small refreshment bar. During a performance the lobby display
usually consists of photos of actors and back stage crewmembers as well as any
supporting material the director chooses to include.
The house seats 130 patrons, with the audience seated in a raked position in
relation to the stage. Access to the house is made via stairs or a walkway. Two aisles
separate the house into three sections with the main body of patrons positioned in the
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center. Due to the close proximity of the audience to the stage, there are few seats with
poor sight lines. Those seated in the front row could easily touch an actor during a
performance while those seated in the back can view the entire stage without turning their
heads. Wheelchair access is available in the front row only.
The green room is located off stage right and is separated by a swinging door. It is
divided into two sections; one side has couches for actors to await entrances while the
other has fixed counters and lighted mirrors for make up application. Located above the
green room is loft space to store costumes and props. A small bathroom is located here
as well as a small changing area.
Beyond stage left is the scene shop. The shop area is a small but well organized
area with just enough space for two workers to build comfortably. An electric garage
door allows set construction to spill out into the parking lot when weather allows or more
volunteers show up to build sets. During a performance this area also doubles as a more
informal green room and dressing room for actors. From the scene shop one may access
the back of the house or the parking lot outside. This can be useful when an actor must
enter from the back of the house or cross from stage left to stage right during a
performance. Since the stage's depth measures only nineteen feet there is often little
space between stage flats and the back wall for an actor to cross quietly and safely from
one side to another. Therefore in some past productions, actors have had to exit off stage
left, leave the building through the exterior door, run around the block, and reenter the
building through the main door to make a costume change and/or enter from stage right.
Access to the electrics and light board are also located in the scene shop.
The stage at CTC is a scenic designer's challenge as it measures forty-one feet
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and three inches in width and nineteen feet in depth. The stage ceiling measures fourteen
feet tall however two large support beams run perpendicular to the stage and limit set
heights to ten feet, one and a half inches tall. To add to the challenge a designer must
face, there is limited wing space on stage right. A large metal door can separate or open
up the scene shop from stage left to alter the wing space area on this side of the stage.
The back wall of the stage is red brick and there is no space for a back curtain or
cyclorama. The stage floor is raised about three inches and is contained with a small
wooden border. The floor can be painted using a variety of techniques and is painted
black after each strike. The first row of seats is located less than five feet from the edge
of the stage. There is no stage curtain; therefore the stage is readily visible to the
audience as they enter the house and any set or prop changes are performed by run crew
members under blue light in full view of the audience.

In the early 1990's, CTC, with the assistance of various grants, was able to
upgrade its lighting and sound systems. The theater installed a lighting system with a two
scene manual dimmer board, sixty-seven circuits and twenty-four dimmer channels.
While the stage ceiling supports a fixed grid for hanging lighting instruments, the two
large support beams that run perpendicular to the stage can create enormous shadows on
the set. This factor can become a lighting designer's biggest challenge when trying to
light all areas of the set evenly. A simple lighting grid is attached to the ceiling above
stage and extends to approximately mid-house. Here most lighting instruments are often
hung less than seven feet above the standing audience member's head. The theater has
between fifty to sixty lighting instruments as well as the ability to rent special equipment
and lighting instruments locally. The limited number of lighting instruments can create
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some restrictions especially if a variety of special lighting requirements are called for
within a production.
The sound system allows for stereo special effects within the house, left and right
outputs, microphones, a Clear-com system with green room monitors, and recorded
sound stored on cassette tape and CD. Special effects, including ringing stage phones,
doorbells, active switches (to allow an actor to control a radio, for instance) are all
possible as well. Due to the limited space within the light booth, the light board operator
often controls recorded sound effects as well.
CTC uses v9lunteers to direct, act, design, build and costume each show. The
only paid positions include the executive director who oversees the daily management of
the theater including publicity, box office and ticket sales, and facility maintenance; the
artistic director who works closely with directors during pre-production and rehearsal;
and the technical director who oversees set construction. In the past, many directors have
cultivated a group of volunteers who will work exclusively with them on their own
shows. Others rely on a volunteer roster and call new volunteers to work on a
production. One limitation for a new director will be to find enough help to put on a
production and train new volunteers to perform the jobs they are assigned.
Another limitation that can arise involves casting. Roles for The Effects of
Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds requires three high school age actors, a
middle aged actress, and an elderly actress. Due the close proximity of the audience,
aging an actress using make up would be difficult to achieve in a convincing manner, so
actors should be cast to physically fit the age requirements of each role. Likewise, an
adult playing the role of a high school age character could also be unconvincing.
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Therefore, a casting call should be widespread to alert women of various ages of the
acting possibilities. To build interest for the high school age characters I plan to send
audition notices to the local drama teachers in the area to encourage their students to
audition.
Directors have used a variety of audition techniques including prepared
monologues, cold readings, improvisation, and reading aloud. Auditions are held over
two days usually from 7-9pm, between the main stage show's last two weekend
performances. Some directors use both days to see as many people as possible, while
others use the first day as an audition and the second one as a callback in which actors
read selections from the play script.
The audition process for this show will be broken into two parts. The first hour
will be structured so that actors sign up and perform a short prepared monologue in a
closed setting. The actress will perform her monologue on stage before the director,
artistic director, and stage manager. Since this is a community theatre setting, actors who
audition will have a wide range of theatrical backgrounds from professional experience to
auditioning for the first time. To accommodate those with less experience, two short
monologues will be provided for them to choose, prepare, and read. Once each actor has
been seen individually, the house will be opened for all actors to audition using short
scenes from the show. Actors may read for more than one role during this portion of the
audition. This method will be repeated the following evening. A cast list will be posted
the following day and actors who are cast will notified by the director, via a phone call,
of the first rehearsal
Rehearsals at CTC have usually been scheduled from 7-9pm Monday through
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Thursday evenings. In previous productions, a five-night-a-week rehearsal schedule had
been considered too much of a time commitment for volunteers. However, with a typical
build and rehearsal period of five and one half weeks, this four-day-a-week schedule has
often left some productions underrehearsed by opening night. Therefore the rehearsal
schedule for this production will run from Sunday through Thursday to allow actors as
much weekend as possible, and add an extra day to the weekly rehearsal schedule. All
actors will be able to view the rehearsal schedule and should note any conflicts prior to
auditioning.
The theater facility at CTC is a familiar one as I have performed in and directed
previous productions there since high school. While it lacks some of the "bells and
whistles" that a new auditorium might possess, the intimacy and familiarity of this venue
make up the difference. This organization embodies the basic tenet of a community
theatre as it strives to bring quality live theatre, using community members in all aspects
of theater production, to a faithful and dedicated audience.
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Section One: Director's concept statement
Potential: A simple word that holds the power of possibility. According to the
Merriam Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, tenth edition, the word 'potential' means
"existing in possibility: capable of development into actuality ... Promise", and is derived
from the Latin word 'potens' or power. This potential can be positive or negative,
helpful or harmful, uplifting or damning. It is simply the possibility, the promise of
something else. The script for The Effects of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon
Marigolds illustrates potential in two ways: via the character of Beatrice and the meaning
of the title.
According to the online guide to sound and electromagnetic radiation, Making
Waves, gamma rays have intrigued scientists with their ability to damage and heal since
their discovery by a French physicist in 1900. Gamma rays bombard our bodies
constantly. Taken into the body through exposure and aspiration, these invisible rays
passing through our bodies produce ionization in tissue. High levels of gamma rays can
produce dangerous ionization of the tissue and can cause skin cancer. Emanating
naturally from radioactive material found on Earth, gamma rays, like x-rays, have been
harnessed by scientists and industry. Today they are used to irradiate food to rid it of
harmful pests and bacteria, sterilize equipment, detect flaws in metal, and create atomic
weapons. It is noted in the online guide, Making Waves that complete protection from
gamma rays can be achieved by shielding oneself under four inches of water or a quarter
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inch of lead. Wikpedia, another online guide noted that while exposure to gamma rays
can cause cancer, doctors have also developed ways to treat cancer by harnessing these
radioactive rays. Research into gamma ray astronomy exploded in the 1960's when
scientists developed a method to measure gamma rays and confirmed that these rays
reached the Earth's atmosphere from deep space as well.
The purpose of Matilda's science experiment is to document the growth of the
plants in relation to the levels of gamma ray exposure. As some seeds germinate and
begin to grow while others lay inert, it becomes apparent that Matilda and her sister Ruth
are much like those doomed seeds under the deadly parentage of their mother, Beatrice.
The force and intensity of her hate for the world is a potentially withering influence. With
words and actions Beatrice tries to penetrate the very souls of her children much like a
gamma ray passes through tissue. She verbally abuses her girls, keeps Matilda from
school to perform chores she will do not herself, encourages a rivalry between the
siblings, distrusts and mocks anyone from the outside, and is unable to give love or praise
when her daughters need it most.
Gamma rays are referred to throughout the script. Beatrice's hate and insecurity,
like gamma rays, which originate from the nucleus of an atom, comes from deep within
her. This hurt reaches back to her childhood and is revealed as she attempts to calm Ruth
after a thwarted epileptic seizure. She laments the losses of her mother and father as a
child and young woman respectively. She has never healed from either event. As Matilda
prepares the seeds for planting in act one scene two and explains a basic principle of
radiation, Beatrice picks up the concept and begins the first of many tirades as she
reflects on her own situation:
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"Half-life! If you want to know what a half-life is, just ask me. You're
looking at the original half-life! I got stuck with one daughter with half a
mind; another one who's half a test tube; half a husband - a house half
full of rabbit crap - and half a corpse! That's what I call a half-life,
Matlilda! Me and cobalt-60! Two of the biggest half-lives you ever saw!"
(Zindel, 19)
In her deadliest moments when she kills the pet rabbit, or evicts Nanny the fragile
boarder, or in a drunken state undertakes to remodel the home and make it into a tea
house, Beatrice resembles those potentially deadly gamma rays as she wreaks havoc on
her family. The daughters' survival after such prolonged exposure to this deadly force
will also result in mutations, much like the marigolds of Matilda's experiment.
The title of the play also reveals information about Matilda's potential despite her
exposure to Beatrice. As Matilda's experiment reveals, seeds with the smallest levels of
gamma ray exposure produced nearly normal foliage and blossoms, while those with the
highest levels would not germinate. Nanny, the family's most recent boarder is a silent
and senseless example of one of these inert seeds. As Beatrice literally screams and
bellows in her face to be heard, Nanny, shuffiing from one room to another is as useless
and lacking in potential as one of those barren seeds. The seeds that received differing
levels between the two extremes, however revealed a variety of mutations and variations
in both vegetation and flowers. Older sister Ruth, clad in her too-tight sweaters, garishly
applied make up, and wild exaggerations embodies this group as she taunts both mother
and sister, attempts to please and irritate her teachers, and hopelessly vies for the
affection of a school mate. Matilda uses school, specifically her success in science and
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the praise and attention she receives from her teacher, like a lead shield as protection
from Beatrice's abuse. Matilda sums up her own thoughts of potential in her science fair
speech as the show comes to a close when she concludes,
"For one thing, the effect of gamma rays on man-in-the-moon marigolds
has made me curious about the sun and the stars, for the universe itself
must be like a world of great atoms- and I want to know more about it. But
most important, I suppose my experiment has made me feel importantevery atom in me, in everybody, has come from the sun- from places
beyond our dreams." (Zindel, 45)
Her interest in science will provide a safe haven from the chaos of her home and her
success at the science fair will supply the protective barrier needed to withstand her
mother's wrath. Like those small marigold seeds, subjected to deadly rays, Matilda holds
the potential for greatness or failure.
While gamma rays may figure prominently throughout the script the overall
design metaphor should be more organic and tangible. In keeping with Matilda's
experiment in horticulture, the set should reflect a compost pile, rather than a room, in
which layers of material are stacked horizontally and vertically. The "widow of
confusion", as Zindel refers to Beatrice Hunsdorfer, has piled the years of her life within
the flimsy walls of this decaying vegetable store including her children and her elderly
boarder. However, as any gardener knows, a compost pile must be turned and
replenished with water and light to assist the decaying process and create fertile soil for
future plantings. However, this gardener has not done her part in replenishing anything
and has filled this particular pile with items that cannot decompose.
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The time and place of this play are not entirely specific. References to geography
are indistinct and clues to a specific date are vague. Paul Zindel admits, in an introduction
to the trade edition of this play, that the play is based on events from his childhood
growing up in Staten Island and his experiences as a high school science teacher. Using
these clues the play should take place somewhere in the Northeast during the time the
play was first performed, roughly 1969.
The walls of this former vegetable store, which has been converted into a living
space, should keep the flavor of the store with its graying wood accents and papered over
windows. Like a compost bin, the walls and windows hold the contents of the family, but
fail to let adequate light in. Shelves, once intended for produce or preserves now hold the
family's possessions including coats, shoes, old magazines, broken appliances or piles of
newspaper and linen. Curtains replace doors in doorways to hide other bedrooms and
divide the living space. Due to stage constraints, a split-level with a suggestion of an
upstairs area leading to bedrooms will allow the audience to imagine other rooms as
cramped and cluttered as the main living space.
Props and set pieces should be chosen with care as each tells a story. A hot plate,
cups, plates, and cutlery tucked in a cubby or alcove will denote the kitchen area, while a
rickety card table with paper and books will serve as the girls' study comer. A ratty
couch and chair will serve as the living room while another small table with worn chairs
will serve as the dining room. While all the living space is communal each character will
have carved out a niche that is expressly hers. Each area should reflect it's "owner's"
traits. Matilda's might be slightly neater that all the rest, while Ruth's might contain
glamour and True Confessions magazines, and Beatrice's area will contain the items that
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make her life pleasurable, access to coffee, a backscratcher, and cigarettes, all within
reach.
The interior of this former vegetable store should be comprised mostly of wood
with painted trim around windows and wallpaper in isolated areas. However the walls
should be weathered and faded with age. The windows, covered in the first act with
newspapers, should be opaque with a build up of grime, grease, and dust when revealed
in the second act. Dark listless curtains should hang useless at the sides of the window
without a valance to hide the curtain rod. These curtains should be tattered and almost
threadbare having lost their ability long ago to shade the room or shield the family with
pnvacy.
The furniture on the set should tell a story of better times. Once a showpiece of
the 1930's or 1940's the couch should be threadbare in spots and lumpy with springs
barely contained. Tattered doilies from Beatrice's motherless girlhood will cover grease
spots or tears. An old afghan hangs listlessly over a sofa arm while tattered throw pillows
are piled in lumps. A rickety card table serves as a study area and a small wooden table
with straight back chairs is used as the kitchen table. These items show the wear and tear
of ages of use and lack of maintenance or cleaning. Wooden surfaces have lost what
polish or wax might have glossed their surfaces and areas are worn smooth from overuse.
A window box seat is covered with dusty cushions from an old day bed while faded
curtains hang in narrow doorways to separate rooms in place of doors. There should be a
sense of sagging when actors interact with set pieces, but not to the point of collapse.
There should be few spots on the floor that are bare enough to see that the base is
wood. Books, shoes, pillows, old mail, a sack of rabbit feed and old newspapers are a
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few of the items that could litter the surface. In fact few areas are left bare throughout the
room unless cleared by an actor: chair backs serve as closets and a ratty sofa is used to as
storage for sundry items. Consideration, however, should be taken into account for
adequate actor movement. There should be a sense of confinement rather than the actual
restriction on stage. Shelves and bins that once held carrots or turnips now house canned
goods and tins of food, hairpins, or pencils. Folded and unfolded laundry, cleaning
materials, cups and dishes litter every surface almost as if forgotten in mid task. While
the house is cluttered and gives the audience a sense of being smothered the characters
understand that there is some order to the chaos. When Ruth searches for the
backscratcher to earn a cigarette from her mother she doesn't have to look too far.
Matilda, the organizer of the family, wages a small battle of order as she strives to create
some organization to her surroundings. Each family member should have an area that is
considered her own. Matilda's will be near the rabbit cage and contain school books
neatly arranged while Ruth's will be located near the bathroom mirror and will be littered
with movie and glamour magazines. Beatrice will rule her roost from the smallish kitchen
table located near the phone. Here she commands her daughters and attacks the world via
the phone lines.
When considering a color palette the drabber, darker, and earthier the better. The
colors should reflect the history of the place; faded patterns and colors muted by age and
dust and grime. Walls are gray with signs of mildew. Bits of wallpaper may sport hazy
blurs of bygone patterns. Windows are covered with old yellowed newspaper and the
smudged glass below barely lets in light. The floors, wooden and stained dark with age,
are barely seen through the clutter of the living space. The curtains that are hung in
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place, useless by windows and used in place of doors, are shabby earth tones, faded
patterns that once were rich or festive but now hang drab and lifeless. Like a compost
pile, made up of various types of scraps and plant matter, the interior of this room should
have varying hues with a few bright spots to draw the eye briefly.
The play calls for music to underscore key scenes within the play and should
reflect a somber tone. The reading edition of the play the stage directions call for show
music that reflects, " a theme for lost children, the near misbegotten" (Zindel, 1). The
instrumental musical selections noted in the script underscore the action of the play and
scene endings much like a soap opera going to commercial or a melodrama. Music in
this production will be relegated to before and after the show and during the 10 minute
intermission.
Lighting, as earlier stated, would be a challenge due to the limited number of
lighting instruments and the low stage ceiling height. However, for this show shadows or
areas of lesser light on walls will be appropriate as long as the actors are adequately lit.
While the lighting should be kept relatively simple, the ability to establish mood is a key
component. In keeping with the overall metaphor of a compost heap, the stage light
should be weak and cold with shafts of warmth. First there must be enough general
lighting for adequate visibility however there should be some difficulty in establishing
time of day within this tightly shuttered house. There could be one or two practical lights
to establish that sense of timelessness controlled by the lighting operator. The couch,
Beatrice's kitchen table and Matilda's area should all be lit as specials that can be
controlled separately from the general lighting plot. Each should be gelled to create a
mood for each scene that takes place within the space. The quality of light in Beatrice's
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area should be slightly sinister, perhaps lit solely from overhead, direct and penetrating,
and isolated especially when she uses the telephone, while Matilda's area is slightly
brighter and possibly warmer with no hard or sharp edges to the light. The area
surrounding the couch should be also be slightly warmer than the surrounding areas and
capable of isolation during Ruth's seizure and Beatrice's subsequent soothing. It should
however, still convey a sense of unease. There should also be a special for the Science
Fair speeches given by Matilda and Janice. This special lighting should be harsh and
focused directly at each actress in the attempt to simulate the single impersonal spotlight
of a high school gymnasium.
Costumes should reflect the time period with an emphasis on the mid and early
1960's. The clothes should be functional and simple for each character and appear to
have had previous owners. The housecoat and slippers that Beatrice wears are more like
a uniform for home than a lack of desire to get dressed. When dressing for the Science
Fair her choice should be dated, perhaps from the late 1950's, slightly faded, and yet
somewhat attractive in an odd and possibly ill-fitting manner. Ruth's school outfits are
tight yet rumpled. Her clothing should look like it barely makes it to the hanger much
less the closet. Matilda wears a collection of crumpled and pilled over hand-me-downs.
Her clothing rarely fits well or matches and she doesn't seem to notice. One might think
she dresses by texture rather than style or matching. She shouldn't look foolish or comic
but wilted and motherless. When Beatrice dresses her for Science Fair speech, Matilda
should appear neater but missing an essential element. The large bow in her hair won't
match the rest of the outfit. Her shoes may be the only things that are new though they
too are second-hand.
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The design elements of this stage production should combine efforts to give the
audience a sense of cold barren unease from the moment they set eyes on the stage. There
should be an impression that life is not possible is such a cluttered and disheveled place.
Then as the house lights dim and Matilda's voice floats overhead, it should be replaced
with a sense of disbelief that children inhabit this dwelling. As the play progresses and
Beatrice's wrath takes its toll, there should be a sense of hope or at least the possibility of
transcending this place through the use of light, costuming, and movement. Like the
contaminated seeds she plants, Matilda will find a way to protect herself from the
harmful fury of a bitter and unfulfilled mother and see that her potential, or power, is not
destroyed.
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Section Two Pre-Production Play-Analysis
Given Circumstances
Environmental facts
Geographic details
A.S.P.C.A.
The American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals is a national organization which
strives to prevent cruelty and suffering in animals. Since 1866, the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals has been committed to alleviating pain, fear and suffering in all
animals. Originating in New York, the ASPCA was the first organization to seek protection of
animals, primarily workhorses, dogs and cats. New York was the first state to pass an anticruelty law through the actions of the ASPCA and its members. This organization's website
contains a detailed history as well as the current mission statement and goals.
"The Advance"
Ruth tells Beatrice that Mr. Goodman has notified "the Advance" about taking Tillie's picture.
The Staten Island Advance is a local newspaper that covers Staten Island and the New York area
news and maintains a website as well. (The Advance, 12/16/02)
A&P Market
The Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Co. was established in 1859. Today stores operate primarily
in the northeast and south as A & P Markets. (Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company website,
12/16/02)
Star Lake
The community of Star Lake is located in upper New York state, east of Watertown, and
approximately 122 miles from Albany. (Key to the City, 12/16/02)
Stapleton
The neighborhood of Stapleton is located on Staten Island. (Mapquest, 12/16/02)
Oak Ridge
Established in 1943 to produce plutonium for the Manhattan Project, the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory is located in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. (Oak Ridge National Laboratory website,
12/16/02)
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Date, Time, Season
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

This house is going to ferment.
There's so much junk in here it's driving me crazy.
It's in the bathroom cabinet.
If we wait one minute longer this house is going to ferment. I found rabbit droppings in
my bedroom ...
I've always wanted a living room planted with marigolds that have been exposed to
cobalt-60 .. why don't you throw in a tomato patch in the bathroom?
I've been thinking of opening up a teashop.
This is just the type of neighborhood where a good teashop would really make a go of it.
Get back to your room!
Why the electricity's gone off.
They say when I came out of my room ... and I stated down the stairs ...
I drove with him up to the sanatorium.
She's probably running around the schoolyard in her brassiere.
How could you let that man call this house?
They're going to laugh you right off that stage.
How much does a taxi cost from here to the school?
I can hold my own anywhere but I hated that school when I went there and I hate it now.
Shall I call a doctor?

Dialogue that refers to the specific locate involves the Hunsdorfer living space and the
surrounding community. The house is cluttered, messy and cramped. The playing space is
comprised of a living room and alcove kitchen with stairs leading to upstairs bedrooms. Two
other passages lead to Nanny's room and a bathroom.
References to the community are vague and reflect the characters' limited interactions. The
high school figures prominently with the daughters asking to go to school, talking about events at
school or contact coming from school teachers via the telephone.
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Date, Time, Season
Paul Zindel wrote this play in the early 1960's and saw it produced in 1964 by Houston's
Alley Theatre and the Cleveland Playhouse. It was later adapted for television and rewritten for a
film produced and directed by Paul Newman in 1972. It has been included in several high school
reading lists since this time.
The dramatic time of the play spans a growing season from approximately April until late
May or early June. More specifically, it spans the growth cycle of marigold plants that take
approximately 45-50 days to mature. Seeds should be started in planters indoors in late March of
early April and transplanted outside only after all threats of frost are gone. Using this
information, the time of the play could begin as early as April and end with the school year in
late May or early June. The thunderstorm in Act one, Scene four would coincide with the season
as a spring storm. Although few scenes contain specific time stamps the ones that do propel the
dramatic action. In addition, the prop marigold plants should show growth progression from
scene to scene.
Beatrice refers to her father's vegetable wagon and his work as a vendor. This was a practice
as late as the I930's and 40's before being replaced by large supermarkets and automobiles.
Treve MacFadyen's, article "The Rise of the Supermarket" supports this and documents the
change in shopping habits as supermarkets began to develop in the late I930's. Beatrice also
refers to her early marriage and her father's death when she was a young woman. Calculating the
ages of her daughters and her approximate age at her wedding, Beatrice is probably in her late
thirties or early forties, and the time of the play is in the mid to late 1960' s. Finally Paul Zindel
wrote the play in 1964 and placed it in the present.
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Scene breakdown by time
Act 1
Scene 1
-Phone call at eight thirty in the morning
-Ruth is preparing for school
Scene 2
-Tillie plants the seeds
Scene 3
-Beatrice calls the school and talks to Mr. Goodman
-Plants are 3 inches tall
Scene 4
-Late night, during a thunderstorm
-Storm knocks out the electricity
Scene 5
-After school a few weeks later
-Plants vary in height from 3" to 9 W', some with blooms

Act2
Scene 1
-Early evening, the night of the Science Fair
-Plants vary in height from 9 Yi" to 16"
Scene 2
-Janice Vickery makes her speech at the Science Fair
Scene 3
-Beatrice calls the school during the Science Fair then calls Nanny's daughter
Scene 4
-Tillie gives her speech at the Science Fair
Scene 5
-Later that evening, after the science fair

Year: Mid to late 1960' s
Season: Spring
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Economic environment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$50 per week to care for Nanny
Miss Hanley earns $12.63 to chaperone the Science Fair
Newspaper ad: Four family house for sale
Newspaper ad: Twenty-two acres with a pond is listed for $6,000
Penny marshmallow candy when Beatrice was a child
Tillie wears an old jumper with a raggedly slip for an assembly
Beatrice is a divorced and widowed woman raising two teenage daughters on her own
Beatrice has a high school education and has not finished post high school courses
The family lives in the house Beatrice grew up in

According to the Department of Labor the average hourly wage in 1965 was $1.60 per hour.
Beatrice received no support from her deceased husband and had supported her daughters by
taking in elderly or infirm boarders and providing 24-hour care. She charged $50 per week or
$200 per month. Calculating the wages for a forty-hour work week for one month at the average
wage of 1965, a worker could expect to take home $256 before taxes. The income Beatrice was
making could barely cover expenses and didn't allow for a savings or the ability to buy property
she dreamed about.
Miss Hanley's chaperone pay would be considered princely when compared to the average
wage of 1965 for two to three hours of work. In addition, as an experienced teacher in a school
district she is most likely at the top of her pay schedule.
Beatrice and the girls barely scrape by with the income that Nanny and the other boarders
have provided. Clothing is secondhand or handed down and the home's furnishings are most
likely from Beatrice's childhood.
Beatrice has inherited the ramshackle former vegetable store that once belonged to her father.
Due to the nature of her hand-to-mouth existence, she cannot perform or purchase the materials
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to properly maintain or make improvements to the structure so the house may be in a serious
state of disrepair.
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Political environment
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mr. Goodman, science teacher at the high school
Dr. Berg, principal of the high school
Miss Hanley, gym teacher at the high school since Beatrice attended
Nanny's daughter, Miss Career Woman of the Year
Beatrice attempted a real estate course but didn't finish
Beatrice attempted beauty school but didn't finish

Two power struggles exist between Beatrice and her daughters' school authorities and
between her and Nanny's daughter who is only referred to on stage and addressed in a phone
call. Both represent financially secure individuals with regular jobs, steady incomes, and
directed lives, unlike Beatrice's existence. While Beatrice might flirt with Mr. Goodman over
the phone she quickly turns on him once she hangs up. During their second call, she is again
coy and playful yet quickly ends the conversation when he begins to lecture her. Since she
considers herself of superior intellect, a lecture from him would be unbearable. Her
conversation with Dr. Berg as he notifies her of Tillie's finalist status is icy and evasive as
she attempts to get out of the conversation and any responsibilities regarding the Science
Fair. Her hatred for Miss Hanley may stem from the fact that Miss Hanley is a teacher who
might still remember Beatrice when she was a student at the same high school. Each of these
individuals is successful and unworthy of their success in Beatrice's eyes.
Beatrice also sees Nanny's daughter as an adversary. She is a working woman who is
willing to house her elderly mother in substandard housing with poor care because she is too
busy to provide care of her own. Beatrice belittles the woman by referring to her as, "Miss
Career Ostrich of the World". Beatrice is able to gain the upper hand in this struggle when
she make the phone call to Nanny's daughter and threatens to dump the lady in the streets
within 24 hours.
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Both the officials of the school and Nanny's daughter represent an ideal that Beatrice
strives for without completing the work necessary for success. They are not smart enough or
talented enough to have earned their positions in life. The school officials are unworthy of
her respect or admiration, despite their efforts to help her daughters. Both groups represent an
ease in life that eludes Beatrice as she ekes out a miserable existence for herself and her
daughters.
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Social environment
Family
The Hunsdorfer family is comprised of Beatrice, Ruth, and Matilda. The dynamics of this
all female family are dark and complex. Beatrice views the girls as ''two stones" around her neck
and describes the two in act one, scene two as, "--one daughter with half a mind; another one
who's half a test tube"(Zindel, 19). She pits one daughter against the other as she treats Matilda
like a servant, keeping her from school to complete household chores, while offering Ruth
cigarettes and sharing cosmetics.
Ruth, despite her mother's preferential treatment, shows no special affection or allegiance
to Beatrice and doesn't back down from hurting her mother with the "Betty the Loon" taunt that
she know to be cruel an hurtful. Matilda is the endless object of Ruth's ridicule both at school
and at home.
Matilda is the peacemaker of the family though there is very little peace. She tries to care
for Ruth when she starts to convulse, yet is banished to her room when Beatrice takes over. She
also gives up the rabbit, Peter, rather than allow Ruth to hurt their mother. When not putting out
fires or suffering under the burning attention of her mother or the hurtful ridicule of her sister,
Matilda tries to disappear and immerse herself in her studies.
Nanny, the silent and deaf elderly boarder, figures in as an extended family member as
she shares the space of the Hunsdorfer household. Her painfully slow entrances and exits affect
the dynamics of the room and in her deafness the character provides the perfect foil for Beatrice
to unleash her sick sense of humor and frustration without the fear of retort or argument.
Two other family members to consider are Beatrice's husband and her father. The first is
barely mentioned, and is death in not mourned, but considered a deserving end. His
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abandonment of the family is discussed by Beatrice but never mentioned by either of his
daughters. On the other hand, Beatrice's beloved father is the source of special family stories,
which Ruth begs to be told again and again. Beatrice worships him when she tells her daughter in
act one, scene four, "My father made up for all the other men in this world, Ruth" (Zindel, 24).
He left her the house they live in, and created a safe and pampered life for his daughter, before
dying. Her regret in marrying so yond to lessen her father's worries grates on her, yet she doesn't
blame him for pressuring her to wed so young. In her eyes, her father could do no wrong.
Friendships
Of the three main characters, only Ruth mentions someone as a friend. Chris Burns is a
boy at school that she is constantly trying to impress. His attention means a great deal to Ruth
and she relates his comments about Matilda as positive reflections on her. Beatrice is isolated
from her peers by her in ability to get along with anyone. Matilda has no friends due to her
erratic school attendance and painfully shy demeanor.
One might think that since the family is so isolated they might tum to each other for
support, but this is not the case. Ruth and Beatrice have somewhat sisterly relationship, sharing
cigarettes and cosmetics and gossip, but little else. While they seem to get along, each is quickly
able to tum upon the other if provoked. Ruth and Matilda might be friends but Ruth's sense of
competition is too great to let her guard down. Her ridicule and taunts towards change only when
Matilda becomes a finalist for the Science Fair and the recognition reflects positively on Ruth.
Even so, she goes on to complain that Beatrice only pays attention to her when she has
experienced one of her convulsive seizures. In a close and isolated environment, it would seem
that each character would tum to one another for support: however, these characters seem to live
alone within the same household.
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Status Groups
The group the family has the most interaction with is that of the school. Mr. Goodman,
Miss Hanley, and Dr. Berg figure prominently as both adversaries and champions to the family
members. Their collective status is well above that of the Hunsdorfer family and Beatrice views
the three as prying intruders on her life, while her daughters, especially Matilda, receive the
benefit of their attention and belief in her abilities. Attention directed towards the girls is more
balanced as Mr. Goodman tries to provide opportunities for Matilda to find success while giving
Ruth a responsible job in the Science department. His call to Beatrice relating the results of
Matilda's academic testing is meant to be congratulatory as she is seen as gifted, but the news
falls on deaf ears.
When Dr. Berg calls to inform Beatrice that Matilda is a finalist in the Science Fair as act
one closes, she looks at the call as an intrusion into her home and makes no promise of attending
the event despite the positive attention it might provide her. Her greatest fear is appearing foolish
in front of these people. Miss Hanley a teacher whose career has spanned both mother and
daughters' school years, provides the biggest threat to Beatrice as she can relate another version
of Beatrice's school career. Being called "Betty the Loon" and being considered eccentric and
selfish are not elements of the past that Beatrice wishes to relate to her daughters. Rather, she
would have them think she really was the "most respected kid in class" and "the best dancer of
19--." Miss Hanley stands to correct these misconceptions and is a threat to Beatrice.
Nanny's daughter also enjoys a slightly higher social status than the Hunsdorfer family.
She is a career woman who is unable or unwilling to provide care for her elderly mother and
dumps her on the Hunsdorfer household for $50 per week. Beatrice mimics the woman's first
day as she drops Nanny off promising to visit often and professing her love for her mother.
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While the woman is seen as more successful than Beatrice for holding down a job, she is less
moral as she is willing to leave her mother in such a poor environment as this home.
Social Standards
The social rules are revealed through interactions with the school. When Ruth relates
what she has read in the "history" it becomes apparent that divorce is not a common practice,
convulsions are to be avoided in both discussion and confrontation should be prevented, and that
her wild stories and exaggerations are to be ignored. In addition, Ruth relates gossip from Miss
Hanley regarding Beatrice's high school nickname and her penchant for dressing up with
feathers adding an awkward air of sophistication.
Appearance is something the characters must deal with as well. Beatrice sums it up best
when she relates in act two, scene one, "If you're just a little bit different in this world they try to
kill you off" (Zindel, 37). Beatrice laments that Ruth is probably running around school in her
brassiere rather than working at home then warns her about the tightness of her sweater cutting
off her circulation. Ruth's manner of dress and behavior make her stand out and therefore be
considered odd. Matilda's old dress, her silence, and erratic school attendance draws a different
type of attention that also sets her apart from her peers. When Beatrice prepares Matilda for the
Science Fair, both are finally dressed and appear closer to what society's fashion might deem
normal. Beatrice sums up her views of proper attire in the same scene by telling Matilda,
"There's nothing wrong with looking proper, Matilda, and ifyo1.1 don't have enough money to
look expensive and perfect, people like you for trying to look nice" (Zindel, 36).
This family is not part of a community. Instead, due to their economic status, as well as
Beatrice's hatred for the outside world, they are outcasts within the community. While the girls
try to blend in they lack the skills or the means to do so effectively.
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Religious environment
•
•
•
•

"Good Lord" (Zindel, 9).
"Oh my God" (Zindel, 29).
"Do you think I give one goddamn about the whole thing?" (Zindel, 38).
"Jesus Christ" (Zindel, 38).

While Beatrice intones, "Oh God," and "My God" on occasion, these are the no other
references to spirituality or religion of any kind. This lack of reference reveals that the family
does not appear to belong to any congregation that can only further isolate the girls and Beatrice
from the outside world. It is interesting to note that the show opens with Matilda's voice over as
she relates the journey of an atom through time as she traces the its steps as the theory of
evolution from the Big Bang to that same atom settling in as a part of her hand.
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Previous Action

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

The family has had a series of boarders in the past: Mr. Mayo with brain cancer, Miss
Marion Minto with cancer, Mr. Brougham with cancer and worms in his legs, deaf and
elderly Nanny.
The family lives in the same house that Beatrice grew up in. It was once a vegetable
store.
Nanny was dropped off by her daughter at the Hunsdorfer home
Nanny's daughter has a career and doesn't have the time to care for her
Nanny's daughter has promised to visit but hasn't done so yet.

Ruth and Matilda share a room while the spare room is used for the boarder.
Beatrice has a room of her own.
Nanny has a room of her own.
Beatrice grew up in the same town and attended the same high school as her daughters.
Beatrice had Miss Hanley as a gym teacher when she went to high school
Beatrice's father sold vegetables from a horse-drawn wagon.
Beatrice's mother died when she was a young girl.
Beatrice considered herself the best dancer in her class and a well respected student
Beatrice took her father's wagon while he napped and toured the neighborhood
Beatrice's father spanked her in public for her prank
Her father raised Beatrice until she married as a teenager shortly before he died.
Beatrice had her two daughters soon after marriage.
Beatrice and her husband divorced.
He died of a heart attack at Star Lake sometime later.
Beatrice has raised her daughters alone by taking on odd jobs including taking in elderly
and infirm boarders.
Beatrice took a real estate course but didn't finish
Beatrice started beauty school but didn't finish
Beatrice met Mr. Goodman once in the grocery store.
Beatrice was known as "Betty the Loon" in high school
Beatrice keeps Matilda home from school to complete chores at home
Beatrice has told Ruth about stealing her father's wagon as a young girl many times

Matilda has developed an interest in science at school
Mr. Goodman, Matilda's science teacher, gave her the rabbit, Peter
Matilda has been academically tested and the results show that she is talented
Matilda participated in a science assembly in which she embarrassed her sister with her
raggedly appearance.
Matilda cleans up around the house
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•

Matilda has found a love for science and uses items at home for her school experiments

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ruth discovered one of the boarders, Mr. Mayo, as he was dying.
Ruth began experiencing convulsions right after this event.
Ruth attends school more often than Matilda.
Ruth has been in trouble often at school
Ruth has read her family's school records and the family's history.
Ruth uses her mother's lipstick.
Once teachers read the family history they leave Ruth alone
Ruth smokes and gets cigarettes from her mother
Ruth was taken to the office for refusing to participate in gym class with Miss Hanley
Ruth has a crush on Chris Barnes at school
Ruth works in the attendance office as an aide typing and organizing the cut cards
(truancy)
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Polar Attitudes

•

Beatrice
Beginning: The world was mine when I was a little girl.
End: I hate the world and what it's done to me.

•

Matilda
Beginning: My mother makes me want to disappear into this house.
End: There is so much of the world I want to know more about.

•

Ruth
Beginning: Look at me. See me. I'm special!
End: Look at Tillie. She's special and I'm her sister.
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Analysis of Dialogue
At first glance of the script it becomes apparent that Beatrice has the bulk of the scripted
dialogue followed by Ruth then Matilda. While Matilda begins and ends the play with long
recorded monologues, Beatrice has a greater share of longer speeches. Like her phone
conversations, most of Beatrice's dialogue with other characters tends to be one-sided with her
doing the majority of the speaking. As she tells Mr. Goodman in act one, "I always say some
people are born to speak and others just to listen" (Zindel, 8). Ruth, in her own manner, controls
the dialogue like her mother when speaking to Matilda in act two.
The choices of words in this play tend to be concrete and informal in nature. Dialogue is
comprised of orders, conversations, and complaints that tend to be rooted in daily existence of
the family. Both Matilda and Beatrice share short passages that are more abstract. Matilda
describes the beauty of the atom and the metaphor of the play through her voiceovers while
Beatrice evokes eerie images of her life through the retelling of her nightmare. The use of slang
is narrow and scientific jargon is limited.
Beatrice's longer speeches occur while she talks on the phone or speaks to Matilda and
Nanny. When on the phone, her sentences tend to be longer and are punctuated by pauses to
allow the person on the other line to interject or answer. When talking to Matilda and Nanny, she
tends to ramble on without interruption and the sentences reflect this in length. Her shouted
interactions with Nanny are much shorter than the ones with Matilda within the same scene. One
way to examine the sentence length for this character is to look at the person with whom she is
talking. When alone, or perceived to be alone with Matilda and Nanny in the same room, her
sentences are longer with less punctuation or interruption. When speaking on the phone or to
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Ruth, sentences are shorter and breaks are more evident. This is also the case with Ruth's
dialogue.
When Ruth relates events or news from school the punctuation of her speeches is
different from the other characters. Sentences are broken up with hyphens and ellipsis as if she
were gasping for air before plunging on with her topic or pausing slightly before speaking.
When on a roll, her speeches seem to keep the words flowing as if to thwart any interruptions.
Her dialogue with Beatrice is short and somewhat teasing in nature. When asked questions,
Ruth's responses may be short or choppy. Occasionally, it seems that she is withholding
information, or dropping hints, and manipulating both Beatrice and Matilda to draw it from her.
Matilda's dialogue is actually a series of interruptions and failed responses. She rarely
initiates conversation and when she does she is quickly cut off in mid-sentence. Her only
opportunities to complete a thought or idea are in the recorded voice-overs within the play.
Within these longer speeches, sentence length is longer and crafted to flow evenly as the
character carefully describes her scientific observations. The play begins and ends with Matilda's
voice-overs. These contain the greatest bulk of her lines and allow the audience to "get inside her
head" before she is silenced by the other characters.
Four out of the ten scenes are devoted to longer speeches given by Beatrice, Janice
Vickery, and Matilda. As a generalization, these longer speeches reveal more details about each
character rather than furthering the plot. The pace of the dialogue between two and three
characters is determined by who is speaking. In general, when Beatrice is speaking to Matilda,
the pacing is a little slower than if Ruth, with her exuberance, were engaged in the conversation.
While the given circumstances set the play in the Northeast portion of the country, there
are no overt references or examples of dialect within the text. While giving the actors dialects to
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perfect might enhance the show that would have to be the director's decision, as the dialogue can
stand on its own without embellishment and without losing the believability of the story.
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The Effects of Gamma Rays on Man-In-The-Moon Marigolds
Act 1, Scene 1
Unit One: "The Atom's Journey"
Summary: Tillie relates to the audience when she fell in love with the beauty of the atom.

T recalls

T marvels

Tdreams

T growls

T whispers

T sighs
Unit Two: "The Intrusion"
Summary: Beatrice defends her parenting then flirts with Mr. Goodman before cutting
him off.

B bellows
B barks
B preaches
B coos

B flirts

B giggles
B bristles

B assures

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Borders

B commiserates
B strokes
B clucks
B defends

B swarms

B stings

B chants

Unit Three: "No school for you"
Summary: To punish her for Mr. Goodman's phone call, Beatrice refuses to send Matilda
to school while Matilda begs to go.
B zeroes in

B changes direction

B nips and bites

B snaps

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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T gives

B hounds
T tells
B agrees
B accuses

T questions
B mocks
T hopes
B ridicules

T continues
T scoffs
T builds
B mimics

T gains momentum
B snaps
T pleads

B closes the door

T bargains

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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B warns

T deals

B bullies
T backs off
T commands
Unit Four: "Ruth Tattles"
Summary: As she prepares for school, Ruth tells Beatrice about Tillie's participation in the
assembly as Beatrice bristles at the idea of drawing attention to herself and Tillie tries to
vanish.
R seeks
B directs
R complains
B redirects and
warns
R teases

B complains

R tattles

B questions
R scoffs
B complains
R bristles
then whines

B demands

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Rnarcs

B swats then
hassles
T disappears
Rpokes and
and prods
tti.
B laughs
R picks
T helps
R sneers
R builds

R tops
Rmimics
R relishes

B strikes
B preaches
B spits

Unit Five: "Ruth Hold Court"
Summary: Ruth teases Tillie about her school absences and baits her mother's interest in
the school's history of the family as Tillie cringes and Beatrice plays along.
R whines
B corrects
Rpreens
B scorns

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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R smartens up
B concedes
R baits
B hides
Rfishes
B shifts
R gets a strike
B ignores
R pleases
B relaxes

R reels in

B relaxes and peeks
R whines and evades
Twams
R teases as T shrinks

T cries
Rnudges

B helps
R prods as T
disappears
Bassists

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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T begs then vaporizes
R concedes then
stabs
B warns
R rattles on

B cautions
R pinches

B narrows
R tosses off
B taunts
R blows off

B aims
R grumbles

R rambles

B redirects
R prattles on

B luxuriates

R loses steam

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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B reminds
R loses focus
B dismisses
R packs and chants

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Act 1 Scene 2
Unit 1: "A Bloom Opens"
Summary: Tillie, in a voice-over, reveals the amazing beauty of a science experiment.

T marvels
T explains
Thuds
T sprouts

T blossoms
T thrills
T delights
T savors
Unit Two: "Big dreams and little seeds."
Summary: Beatrice plots her future as Matilda plants her seeds.

B mocks
Breads
B whines
B questions

T teaches
B derides
B taunts

T bargains

Breads
B calculates
B reflects

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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B drifts
B jolts

T sifts
B plots

T sinks
B plans
B proclaims
B estimates

B fishes
T begins
T stutters and tries to
teach

B challenges

T recites
T builds excitement

B squashes
B squirms

Unit three: "Hotsy and Honey"
Summary: Lost in their own separate worlds, Nanny and Matilda ignore Beatrice's
dreaming until she explodes from the lack of respect.
B masquerades
B snorts
B sugars

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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B compares
Bplays
B sings

B bitches

B endangers

B warns
B reminisces
B condemns
B croons
B babbles
B promises

B shows off

B declares
B hisses

B coos
B regales
B swaggers
B wheedles
B clucks
B compares
B misses

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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T fills in
B savors
B praises
B scorns

Unit four: "Half Life"
Summary: Beatrice lashes out at Matilda and Matilda shrivels.

B pokes
T retreats
B complains

B declares
B takes stock

B points out
B punishes
B dreams
B mocks
B realizes
Bbums
B scorches
B seethes
B taunts
B bullies
B hisses
B bristles
B lectures
B proclaims
B loses control

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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B threatens
B seethes
T plants
B confronts
T awakens
B bubbles

B burns
B smolders
B bites
B pushes
B derides
B dismisses

B flares
B flames
B blazes
B incinerates

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Act 1 Scene 3
Unit One: "Radioactivity and Sterility"
Summary: Beatrice ventures a call to Mr. Goodman regarding
the marigolds and is shot down for her ignorance.
B sweetens
B giggles

B flirts
B smoothes

B wonders

B snorts
B warns

B corrects
B bristles

B rattles

B listens
B confesses
B waves
B sings
B flattens

B butters up
B exaggerates

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Act 1, scene 4
Unit One:
Summary:

R terrifies
T sounds alarm
R sinks
T panics
B commands

T cries
Borders
B focuses
T helps
B swats
B smoothes
B teases
B mothers
R gasps
B clucks
B searches

R pants
B describes

R relaxes
B complains

R wheezes

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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B discovers
B preaches

B helps
B backs up
R whispers
B puzzles
R murmurs
B dismisses

R grabs then offers

B cuts off
R advances
then builds

B warns

R begs
B advises
Unit Two: "Apples! Pears! Cucum... hers!"
Summary: To soothe Ruth, Beatrice retells a childhood story and Ruth chimes in.
R simpers
B clucks
R wheedles
B chides

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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R coaxes
B dismisses
Rcharms
B distracts
R warns
B whines
R sings
B corrects
Both share
R teases
B chuckles
B paints the picture

B brightens

R laughs
B grows

Both croon
R questions
B repeats
B giggles
B warns
B softens

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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R shouts

B halts
R corrects
Unit Three: "Dreaming of Daddy"
Summary: As Beatrice had consoled Ruth now Ruth must comfort Beatrice.
B dreams
B warms
B stiffens
R warns
B slaps
R needles
B remembers and
sneers

R raises alarm
B snips
B laments
B scoffs

B settles in

B weaves

B sweeps

B sings

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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B chants

R counters
B hardens

B trembles

B shivers
B stares
B flails then calms
R whispers

B growls and retreats
R presses
B snarls and starts to
collapse
R reaches out
B sinks
R touches
B dissolves

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Act 1 Scene 5
Unit One: "Zero"
Summary: Matilda questions her mother and Beatrice unloads her frustrations.
T questions
Borders
B threatens
B scoffs

T offers
B mimics
B threatens
B bullies

B harasses
B teases
B enlightens

B chants

B quizzes
B moans
B commands

B belittles

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Unit two: "She's a finalist!"
Summary: Ruth blurts the news of the Science Fair results and Beatrice bristles towards
Matilda.
R explodes
R explains
R gushes
Rcrows

R sings

B snaps

R sweet-talks
B bites
R backs off/ giggles

B demands

R tantalizes

Bpressures
T withdraws
Rpounces
R boasts
Rcrows

R bounces
R croons

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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R smoothes
R chants
Unit three: "Breaking the rules"
Summary: Ruth forces Beatrice to the phone and Beatrice attacks Matilda once she hangs
up.

R startles
R stress
R accuses
R answers
R informs
R directs
B plays dumb
R hisses

B charges
Rcondemns

B tightens
B bargains
B ridicules
B startles
B attacks
B backs down
B cuts off
R ventures
B attacks
B stabs
B slices
B pummels

R accuses

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Rpoints out
T appeals
B deflates

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Character Analysis
While delving into each character's individual motivation through the process of script
analysis, more research was needed to analyze each character's name. Baby name books were
useful and occasionally entertaining, however the most promising details involving name
meanings were found on the Internet at a website for the Kalabarian Philosophy.

Beatrice
Name meaning: The Kabalarian entry for this name begins "Your first name ...has given you a
very friendly, likeable nature, and you could excel in artistic, dramatic, and
musical expression. With this name you desire the finer things in life, but you do
not always have the resolve and vitality to put forth the effort necessary to fulfill
your desires"
Animal

Wolverine

Desire

Respect

Will

Will is strong but actions are weak. Alcohol clouds the will and the thwarts any
real effective action.

Moral Stance Low. Lives in a fantasy world and can't see the forest for the trees. Blames
daughters for her life and can't put their needs above her own.
Decorum

Beatrice is a control freak with a weak eye for details. She is a walking

contradiction. While she strives to improve her life, she works very little physically or
mentally achieve her goals or grand schemes. She prides herself on her intellect and life
savvy, yet fails to see what harm she dispenses to her own daughters. She prides herself
on the fantasy of her past beauty and vigor but can't seem to get out of her housecoat
each day. While she talks nonstop whenever on stage, she is usually sitting or sedentary
in her movement and posture rarely fully erect. Movement is defined by routine rather
than desire. When she does move, it is with purpose though the action rarely has a

I
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noticeable result. For instance she may clean out a section of the house by placing items
in a pile somewhere else in the same room. When on the phone she fiddles with objects
near her or plays with the cord. Like Sisyphus, a mythical king of Corinth whose
punishment for angering the gods was to forever push a large stone uphill, only to see it
slip and roll down again (Sabin, 163), Beatrice is constantly moving objects from one pile
to another with no goal or definite plan or organization and is doomed to shift the debris
of her life from one comer to another. Her presence on stage is fueled by her anger and
hate for the world. Her voice is loud, hurtful and brassy. She loves the power of its force
when she goes off on a tirade and doesn't restrict her volume for her neighbor's comfort.

Summary list of adjectives: Frowsy, lazy, mean, loud, opinionated, vindictive, ready to pounce
Initial character-mood-intensity:
Heartbeat
Perspiration
Stomach
condition
Muscle tension
Breathing rate
and depth

Steady and even, ready to accelerate and flair
Wouldn't dare
Tight and constricted. A picky eater, she is prone
to aches, which are treated with alcohol or other
elixirs.
Slack but easily engaged for short bursts of action
Deep and in and out through the nose, almost like a
sneer or whine. Breath is expressive of her moods.
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Matilda

Name Meaning: "Your name ... gives you the desire to understand and to help others, at the
same time you can become too involved in their problems, and as a result, worry too
much. You desire a home and family of your own and have the ability to create
understanding and harmony in family associations as your are pliable, forgiving, and
tactful. .. Whenever possible, you avoid argument and turmoil because you prefer not to
face an issue if it means hurting anyone's feelings." (Matilda, Kabalarian Philosophy)
Animal

Rabbit

Desire

Unconditional love, normalcy

Will

Strong but understated

Moral Stance High. A caregiver and forgiver, she looks out for her sister, mother, rabbit, and

even Nanny. As people pleaser and peacemaker, she tries to meet the needs of others
before her own. She strives to do the right thing and accepts that her mother cannot do
this.
Decorum

Matilda is a watcher of life and longs to join. She is painfully quiet and quick to

disappear in a crowd. Her passion for science is greater that her need to disappear and
this alone is what will cause her risk being seen. She doesn't think of her appearance
since she is invisible and it is reflected in her clothing choices. She would wear the same
uniform if possible since her focus is on the intellectual aspects of her life. She lives
fully in her head, yet unlike her mother, she is grounded and can see the reality of her
life. Her step is light and barely audible more from years of practice that intent. She can
be very still for long periods of time and is almost graceful in her movements. Always on
guard at home, she can sometimes lose herself in school books, caring for her rabbits or
tending to her plants. When she is rousted from her musing, the awakening is rough and
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disorienting. Her voice is located in her chest, not throaty and not breathy or nasal, but
rooted within her body. While rooted it has not found it's true strength and can fluctuate.
Summary list of adjectives: Studious, quiet, caring, forgiving, committed
Initial character-mood-intensity:

Heartbeat
Perspiration
Stomach
condition
Muscle tension
Breathing rate
and depth

Slightly elevated when talking about school or
science
light
Slightly cramped at all times, nibbles and picks at
food.
Always ready for flight or action, rarely relaxed,
always on guard
Quick and light through the nose and out the
mouth. Effective but not hyperventilating
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Ruth

Name Meaning: "Your name. . . has given you a desire for self-expression and for positions
that allow contact with people, free from the restriction and monotony into which you are
often drawn ... There is conflict between your desires and your expression which does
not allow scope for your capabilities." (Ruth, Kabalarian Philosophy)
Animal

Magpie or Stellar's jay

Desire

Attention and unconditional love and to fit in with her peers

Will

Could be strong if she would identify and focus her attention and actions on what
she really wanted.

Moral Stance Low. Ruth will do anything to benefit her own status. She'll easily bully her
younger sister or tum on her own mother to achieve her goals with little remorse.
Decorum

Like her sister, Ruth watches life and aches to join it. However she takes action to

draw that life-giving attention to her in irritating ways. She reads all the gossip magazines
she can get and tries to emulate the looks of the stars with her second hand apparel.
Tighter is better in her mind, though tighter might not be prettier, especially if her body is
slightly pudgy. She spends a great deal on her appearance, but with a slightly oddball
effect. She is always preening and picking at her clothing, hair or make up. When she
turns her attention to Matilda's outfit for the Science Fair, her efforts to groom. should be
rough and deliberate. Her step is loud, almost too bold, and overly confident. There is a
sense that she is always trying too hard to gain attention. She burst into rooms, laughs too
loud at her own jokes, and bullies with a heated vengeance matched by her mother. She
sits with the same energy, almost flopping and posing and preening when seated. She
moves with a tangible desperation to be noticed. Her voice is located at the top of her
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head and can have a reedy or jarring quality and she is usually gulping air in huge breaths
as she relates the latest tale or tidbit of gossip.

Summary list of adjectives: Brazen, loud, overblown, grand, ruthless, pathetic, odd
Initial character-mood-intensity:
Heartbeat
Perspiration
Stomach
condition
Muscle tension
Breathing rate
and depth

Rapid
Light and well concealed
Tight and jumpy
She bolts food and drink.
Always tight like a coiled spring. Movement is
staccato and forceful and rarely smooth or graceful.
Clavicle breathing through the mouth since she's
always talking. Rapid rate, and somewhat breathy
especially when telling stories, as if trying to catch
her breath.
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Janice Vickery

Name Meaning: "Your name . . . give you a clever mind, good business judgment, a sense of
responsibility and an appreciation of the finer things of life . .. Whatever you set out to
accomplish you do your very best to complete in accordance with what you consider to
be right." (Janice, Kabalarian Philosophy)
Animal

Well fed cat

Desire

To win

Will

Strong. She is used to getting what she sets her sights on and achieving her goals.

Moral Stance Medium. While taking the credit for the experiment, Janice probably had a lot of
help from her parents in the support and completion of her project.
Decorum

Her posture is excellent and almost over exaggerated. When speaking she stands

with a confident stance, makes easy eye contact, smooth gestures, and appears almost
smug before the crowd. She is secure and in control of her speech though she is prone to
a nervous giggle or two. Her voice is bright and artificially cheery as she expects to win.
Summary list of adjectives: Well groomed, overconfident, cheerful
Initial character-mood-intensity:
Heartbeat
Perspiration
Stomach
condition
Muscle tension
Breathing rate
and depth

Birdlike and rapid with excitement
Cool as a cucumber
Full of butterflies, slightly cramped
Hands and legs are cramped and coiled with
excitement
Somewhat breathy wiUi the flush of excitement
and conquest. Long deep breaths through the nose.
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Nanny

Name Meaning: "Your first name ... has given you energy, drive, and ambition, but also an
almost excessively strong-willed and independent nature . .. You become intensely
involved with everything you plan to do, but the stress arising from frustrating obstacles
or misunderstandings with others could prompt you to be intolerant and sarcastic in your
expression, with breakdowns in congenial relations with family and friends a possible
end result." (Nanny, Kabalarian Philosphy)
Animal

Turtle

Desire

Surviving another day

Will

Declining. Once a vibrant woman, she strives to get up, eat, and rest.

Moral Stance
Decorum

Nanny moves with the grace on one fully concentrating on commanding each

muscle to perform its special duty. Deaf and nearly blind, she moves through the day not
with purpose but the routine of living: rising, eating, resting, and soiling. Her movement
is mind numbingly slow and determined. Her body may tremble slightly and her hands
may shake with a slight palsy, though neither is enough to thwart her daily journeys from
her room to the living room of the Hunsdorfer household. She pays little attention to
anything that is not right before her or within her reach. She is a shuffling island of
silence.
Summary list of adjectives
Initial character-mood-intensity
Heartbeat
Perspiration
Stomach condition
Muscle tension
Breathing rate and
depth

Thready and light
Dry as a bone
Numb
Slack and relaxed
Light and almost undetectable through the
mouth and nose
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Ideas of the Play

Meaning of the title
As a high school science teacher, Paul Zindel gleaned bits of information from his years
as an educator and wove them into his plays and novels. He used a portion of a former student's
science fair entry, "The Effects of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds and Celestial
Cabbages," as the title of this play that reflected a portion of his own childhood experience. Like
that former student, Matilda gets radioactive seeds to grow plants for a science fair. Her interest
in science, the positive attention she receives from Mr. Goodman, and the recognition and
success at the Science Fair combine to provide Matilda with the sense of hope that will carry her
beyond the confines of her present existence. The experiment's resulting marigold blossoms
range from small and shriveled to normal to double blooms despite the varying levels of the
exposure to radiation. Like these small seeds, both Matilda and Ruth have the potential to bloom
or die under the hateful and toxic environment that their mother has created for them.
Matilda sums up her experiment and the potential that her success has provided when she
concludes her Science Fair speech and the end of the show:
" ....the Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-In-The-Moon Marigolds has made me
curious about the sun and the stars, ... But most important, I suppose ... my
experiment have made me feel important- every atom in me, in everybody, has
come from the sun - from places beyond our dreams."(Zindel, 45)
Overall this play is about the choices people make for their future. The play is about a
young girl who must choose to rise above her dismal upbringing or shrivel and repeat the
patterns of her mother's life. Despite all the obstacles she is faced with, Matilda will make her
decision by the play' s end.
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Philosophical statements in the play

Matilda
• ...the Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-In-The-Moon Marigolds has made me curious
about the sun and the stars, ... But most important, I suppose...my experiment have
made me feel important - every atom in me, in everybody, has come from the sun - from
places beyond our dreams. (Zindel, 45)
Beatrice
• I always say some people are born to speak and others just to listen. (Zindel, 8)
• I don't like the idea of everybody laughing at you because when they laugh at you they
are laughing at me. (Zindel, 12)
• My father made up for all the other men in this whole world, Ruth. (Zindel, 24)
• I spent today taking stock of my life and I've come up with zero. (Zindel, 27)
• If you're just a little bit different in this world they try to kill you off. (Zindel, 37)
• I hate the world, Matilda. Do you know that? (Zindel, 45)
Ruth
•
•

You're my sister! Page 28
The only time she ever made a fuss over me was when she drove me nuts. (Zindel, 34)
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Idea of the Play in Action

The action of the play mirrors Matilda's experiment with the radioactive marigolds. The
Hunsdorfer girls, and Matilda in particular, will either gain strength and blossom despite the
adversity of their lives and their mother's parenting, or they will wither and die.
Like the seeds exposed to gamma rays, Matilda and Ruth experience differing levels of
"radiation" from Beatrice. Ruth, the favored child, is allowed to go to school when she wants,
while Matilda is regularly kept at home to complete chores or run errands. Ruth enjoys special
privileges such as smoking or sharing her mother's cosmetics while Matilda retreats. After
thwarting a convulsion, Ruth gets to spend a few tender moments with her mother while Matilda
is ordered back to her bed. Both girls are exposed to varying levels of Beatrice's wrath, which
will determine each girl's future success or failure.
Winning first place at the Science Fair creates enough success and a sense of hope that
could inspire Matilda to rise above her present squalid life and give her the confidence to follow
her own dreams. Ruth's vicarious exuberance as she basks in Matilda's success could allow her
the room to grow as well, or she could follow her mother's example and lose herself in the brief
attention of a relationship, a foolish marriage, untimely or unwanted pregnancy and
abandonment as her mother did at the same age.
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Past Productions

•

Theatrical debut,
The Oxford Companion to American Theatre cites the premiere productions as
May 1964
Alley Theater, Houston, Texas
Cleveland Playhouse, Cleveland, Ohio

•

PBS Production, National Educational Television (NET) aired October 3, 1966.

•

Off Broadway performance
The Internet Theatre Datasbase notes that the Off Broadway production opened at the
Mercer O'Casey Theater on April 7, 1970 and ran for 819 performances.
Cast included: Sada Thompson as Beatrice
Pamela Payton-Wright as Tillie
Amy Levitt as Ruth
Judith Lowry as Nanny
Swoosie Kurtz as Janice Vickery
Awards included:
1971 Pulitzer Prize for Drama
1971 New York Critics Award
1970 Obie award for Best American Play
1970 New York Drama Critics Most Promising Playwright
1970 New York Drama Critics Circle Award for Bet American
Play of the Year

•

Film Version
The Internet Movie Database notes the film version was distributed by 20th Century Fox
and produced and directed by Paul Newman in 1972.
Partial cast list included:
Joanne Woodward as Beatrice
Nell Potts as Tillie
Roberta Wallach as Ruth
Judith Lowry as Nanny
Ellen Dano as Janice Vickery
Nominations and Awards included:
Cannes Film Festival of 1973
Golden Palm nomination for Paul Newman
Best Actress awarded to Joanne Woodward
Golden Globe
Best Actress nomination for Joanne Woodward
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•

Broadway revival production
The Internet Broadway Database listed a revival of the show which opened at the
Biltmore Theatre on March 14, 1978 and ran for 16 performances
Cast included: Shelley Winters as Beatrice
Carol Kane as Tillie
Lori Shelle as Ruth
Isabella Hoopes as Nanny
Lolly Boroff as Janice Vickery
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The Playwright
Paul Zindel, teacher, playwright, and young adult novelist began life in 1936 in Staten
Island, New York. His mother, Betty, was a practical nurse and his father, Paul Sr., worked as a
policeman in Manhattan. When Paul was two his parents separated and were later divorced. Paul
Sr. remarried and rarely saw or supported his first family. With barely a high school education,
Betty moved her family from home to home under threat of eviction as she held a variety of odd
jobs to support her family. Paul Zindel described his mother's erratic and domineering behavior
in his autobiography The Pigman and Me and many of the mother characters in Mr. Zindel' s
plays and literary works would reflect her influence.
Paul Zindel' s theatrical career began early when he produced puppet shows and "Ghost
shows", plays with goblins, ghosts, and surprises for his family and friends. The Educational
Paperback Association quoted Zindel as he explained, "I felt worthless as a child and dared to
speak and act my true feelings only n fantasy and secret." After high school he attended Wagner
College and earned a Bachelor of Science degree in 1958 and a Masters of Science degree one
year later. Wagner College would later award an honorary doctorate to Mr. Zindel. While in
college, he enrolled in a playwriting class with guest playwright, Edward Albee. The ten-day
New York City Writer's Conference would change Mr. Zindel's life. According to the reference
guide, Contemporary Authors: New Revision Series, after graduation he worked as a technical
writer for Allied Chemicals then began teaching science at Tottenville High School on Staten
Island for ten years before his interests returned to writing.
The Effects of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds was first produced at the
Alley Theatre, where Mr. Zindel would become a playwright in residence, and the Cleveland
Playhouse, before being produced for television with the Public Broadcasting System. This
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broadcast caught the eye of children's author and editor, Charlotte Zolotow. Her daughter,
Cresent, recalled the moment Charlotte discovered Paul Zindel as she related the event on her
mother's website,
"Charlotte was moving from leaning back into the couch to sitting up straight,
almost rigid, transfixed-pointing like a spaniel. 'There,' she said, 'is someone
who really understands how teenagers feel. I have to contact him about doing
young adult books for us.'"
Under her tutelage, Mr. Zindel would go on to make a name for himself in the field of young
adult fiction with works such as The Pigman, My Darling, My Hamburger, Pardon Me, You're
I

Stepping On My Eyeball, and Confessions of a Teenage Baboon. His various works share
similar themes including a search for self-identity and meaning, loneliness within a crowd,
elements of tragic home environments, and honest and unflinching portrayals of teenagers.
A prolific writer, Paul Zindel has published twenty-three young adult novels, ten plays
and seven television and screenplays. Many of his plays have been produced in New York, on
and off Broadway, but have failed to reach audiences as The Effects of Gamma Rays on Man-inthe-Moon Marigolds did.
Paul Zindel writes from personal experiences, especially those of his early childhood. His
father was the high school football star when he married Betty Frank who later dropped out of
school. As a single mother, Betty Zindel took on a variety of odd jobs including working at the
Staten Island A.S. P. C. A. While there, she adopted several papered dogs and hoped to make
more income by breeding them. When this plan didn't pan out she euthanasized the dogs while
her children watched. She also sold hot dogs, tried her hand at selling real estate, and worked as
a private duty nurse before taking elderly patients in for 24-hour care. In his autobiography,

•
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Zindel described being evicted from several apartments for not paying rent, until his mother
befriended and convinced a widowed friend to purchase a large house in Travis, New York,
where the Zindel family occupied the top floor. Once the widowed friend remarried, the Zindels
were on the go once again. As a junior in high school, Paul Zindel contracted tuberculosis and
was sent to a sanitarium for eighteen months. It would be the longest period of time he'd lived in
one place. While there, a child in a world of adults, he would study and develop many of the
characters that would later appear in his novels.

In addition to a Pulitzer Prize for Drama, an Obie Award for Best American Play, and the
American Library Association's Best Young Adult Books citation awarded to The Effects of
Gamma Rays On Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds, Paul Zindel received a Ford Foundation grant for
drama and several Outstanding Book of the Year citations between 1970 and 1980.
He lives in New York with his wife, novelist, Bonnie Hildebrand, and has two children.
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Section Three Post-production materials
Production Journal
Tuesday 9/9/02
Audition Night # 1
I arrived at the theatre 45 minutes early and saw that Dee had taken care to set out
the audition forms, organized the camera and film, and was waiting for me. I displayed
the character analysis for each character with the idea that actors would read them briefly
before reading the monologues and scenes. Some did and some didn't. I also put out a
rehearsal schedule and asked people to note any conflicts. Dee and I talked about the
process I wanted and organized the flow of actors. Deb DeGrosse, a fellow drama teacher
arrived to lend a hand and read Beatrice ifwe ran short of women. Dee greeted people at
the door and gave basic instructions while I directed them to the character analysis and
talked to people I knew. Most were high school students from the three local high
schools.
We started with monologues and everyone chose one to read. I would then give a
bit of direction and watch how they interpreted it. Some were better than others. Of the
twelve actors who read only one was reading for the role of Beatrice. I alternated this
actress and Deb to read with the other young girls. I had chosen four scenes with a
different pairing of the three main characters. We worked through each with a variety of
actors and the older actors. Once every actor had a chance to read I opened the stage for
any actors to read for another scene. Only a few took the opportunity and we were done
within 90 minutes.
There are several possible actors for the roles of the young girls. Each brings an
interesting twist to the roles. Three of the girls reading for Matilda are under 14. The girls
reading for Ruth and Janice Vickery are in 16-18.
I'm a little worried about the lack of mature actors to fill the roles of Beatrice and
Nanny. Deb read with such ease and conviction that I was hoping she's clear her
schedule. She was interested in the role but knew that her schedule wouldn't allow her to
step into the role.

Wednesday 9/10/02
Audition Night # 2
We repeated the same process and got a few new young faces. And a few older
ones too! The youngest was 9 Yl! I hadn't seen her when she arrived so I was quite
surprised when she stepped on stage. She read the Janice Vickery speech and the line
about doing something in high school besides dating was too weird to watch. I
complemented her on her reading then told her she was too young for any role but should
stay involved and tryout again.
The three older women lent more variety as well, though it became clear who was
the strongest of choices. Each has an interesting story about why she decided to try out.
One finally had enough free time and wanted to do more than church pageants. Another
was working on an advanced certification and wanted a little distraction. Another was a
recent transplant to Bend and wanted to meet new people.
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After repeating the process Dee, Deb and I stayed after to discuss the audition
process and my choices. I shared with them my first three pick for each role then we
discussed what each of them had observed. It was nice to hear that I was on the right
track as they had agreed with my choices.
We talked about the lack of actresses to fill the role of Nanny and began to
brainstorm who might be a good candidate to approach. A favorite local actress and the
founder of this theatre has talked to me earlier in the summer and expressed an interest,
but she stopped by and emphatically declined the part. There is another actor we
considered, but she lives 45 miles away and I would worry about her ability to drive the
roads alone at night at her age. So it's back to the drawing board. Dee has the ability to
do a search of all the volunteers based on a variety of duties including acting, tech work,
or special skills. He is going to get a list of actresses who might fit the age requirements
of the role. It is a great part! No lines. Lots of slow controlled business, and the ability to
ignore Beatrice at her most strident.
I took my choices home to sleep on and will call the actors I choose tomorrow.

Thursday 9/12/02
First read through
Since the production of Jake's Women is in its closing weekend, we are
rehearsing in an open store space at one of the malls. The read-through went well after
introductions and reviewing the final schedule. The first read through went smoothly and
the actors all asked great questions about their roles. We stopped now and then to discuss
Paul Zindel, his life and his personal connections to the plot. We talked about the
rehearsal schedule and my approach to directing. We discussed the time and place of the
play and looked over the set as well.

Sunday 9/15/02
First blocking rehearsal
First set back. Two days after our first rehearsal my lead character called to
discuss a huge conflict that had just arisen in her schedule. Due to this new snag, she
won't be available on Tuesdays so the Sunday through Thursday schedule must be
rearranged. After reworking the schedule we will not meet on Tuesdays and will rehearse
earlier on Fridays instead. Sigh. Then a day later, my actress playing Janice Vickery
informed me that one of the performances conflicts with the Homecoming dance. That
was a little easier to deal with, and she decided she wouldn't attend ... even though she's
a senior this year. She just better not be nominated for Homecoming Court!
Two of my actors were late because they thought they were to meet at the mall
space we first read in. Since the show closed and the set was struck we will be in the
theatre until the opening of the show. Dee and his crew had cleared the stage to the bare
floor and he'd painted our set by the time we arrived. The actors are very excited about
the set and working in the space so soon.
We blocked through Act One, scenes 1, 2, and 4. Great progress considering we
started 30 minutes late.
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Monday 9/16/02
Act 2, scene 2, 3, 4
Going well and right on schedule. We focused on the student speeches and
Pam/Beatrice's poisonous phone calls. I had the girls work on their work first then cut
them loose to go home early. Then Pam/Beatrice and I worked on her piece. There
wasn't a lot of movement in any of the pieces so we worked on motivation and obstacles.
For the girls to deal with the gong effect I had Beth, my stage manager, repeatedly gong
throughout the speeches and had the girls shift from one topic to another. Then we talked
about the anxiety that gong or time minimum created and how each character dealt with
it. It was a good rehearsal.
The actress playing Janice Vickery told me she had a conflict with the schedule
and that a speech tournament at Willamette University was scheduled for October 18 and
19 ... the same nights as performances. She wondered what to do since she was the
speech team captain and as a senior hadn't missed this tournament in her high school
career. I told her she had to consult her speech coach and decide which event to attend
and tell me the following day so I could recast the part. Sigh. There was a schedule
posted when everyone auditioned and she didn't write any conflicts on her audition sheet.
Tuesday 9/17/02
No rehearsal
Renee/Janice Vickery, talked to her speech coach and decided to stay home and in
the play. Good decision.
Wednesday 9/18/02
Blocking Act 2 scenes
My contact to get the rabbit for the run of the show has not returned any of my
calls. I met him at the Deschutes County Fair in the rabbit shed and we talked at length
about my borrowing one of his many rabbits for the rehearsal and performances of the
show. I talked to him a week later, in August, and we arranged that he and his family
would receive complementary tickets and a blurb in the program. However, he hasn't
called back to give directions on how to get the rabbit. I've left several messages and not
a single one has been returned. Originally I was going to borrow the next-door
neighbor's rabbit, but that fell through. Sigh. Back to square one.
Thursday 9/19/20
Act 1
I had Beth, our stage manager, call the local pet stores to see who carried rabbits.
Seems only one in town stocks them... Tomorrow Hazel and I will go look at the little
furry creatures. Of course if I have to buy a rabbit and cage and water bottle and all the
other rabbit accoutrements my prop budget will be cleaned out.
Tonight we walked through the blocking for the entire act and added more props.
We moved from one scene to another and worked out small beats to set the blocking in
the actor's muscle memory. They ask good questions and occasionally feel frustrated
when I answer with," That's a good choice, is there another one you could try?" I keep
telling them that acting is all about choices and they seem to like the freedom choices can
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allow. Often they will ask, "How do you want me to say this line?" You know I can hear
the play in my head and have a sense of how it should sound, but that question is so hard
to answer. I don't like giving line readings, so I usually reply with ,"What is the character
trying to say?" or "What does she really want?" or "What's the point?"
Shannon/Ruth is a good actress but tends to overreact and overact through the
rehearsal. It will be interesting to see how she changes and tones her character down as
she grows more comfortable.
Pam/Beatrice is searching for the character. She wants to tone her meanness down
while I want her to relish it. When talking to Nanny she tends to affect a slight Southern
accent. I've asked to her to consider the yelling like exaggerated baby talk. She too will
find her character as she gains confidence and is more comfortable with the text.
I called a friend, Patty Rosen, and asked her to consider the part of Nanny. She
called back and said she'd drop by the theatre tonight but she didn't. I'll call her again
tomorrow.

Saturday 9/21/02
Dark tonight

Monday 9/23/02
Act 2, scenes 1 and 5
Patty called me earlier today to tell me she couldn't fulfill the role of Nanny after
all. Evidently it is too close to home emotionally for her. She did, however, contact
every nursing home in Bend to search for a replacement. She found a 90 year old lady
named Mona who will come to rehearsal on Wednesday night, as we are dark tomorrow.
According to Patty, Mona is very excited about the chance to act on stage and crowed
that she'd be started a new career! My concerns build as I hope she has the stamina to
withstand the role and the grind of the production. In addition she doesn't drive so if she
does take the role, we'll need to arrange transportation each night. I would have no
problem doing this but I stay after rehearsal for at least 20-30 minutes. I like the
publicity angle of engaging this lovely woman in the production, but I do worry about her
stamina. I'm also worried that Pam/Beatrice will be unable to unleash her wrath on stage
to a woman who is really delicate.
Earlier in the day, I had talked to another director in town and he suggested his
wife for the role of Nanny if Patty didn't come through. Hmmmm. I think I may still call
Georgann and put a bug in her ear in case Mona declines the part.
Patty explained why she wouldn't take the role and her replacement plan. Then
we decided to work the scenes with Nanny since Patty planned to stay for the rehearsal.
We hadn't rehearsed scene 5 since we'd blocked it and the going was slow, as it seemed
no one had written in their blocking. Took 45 minutes to get through a four-page scene.
We did some portions over and over to get it in their muscle memory.
After the rehearsal we did a breathing exercise to change emotions. It was the first
time we'd done anything without the scripts and everyone was a little nervous. They
eventually got into it.
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Chelsea, my props maker, showed up with a variety of things including the
trophy. I'm going to contact the science teachers at my school to locate a cat's skeleton
for Janice Vickery. She's doing a great job and took the silk marigolds home to work on
the plants.

Tuesday 9/24/02
Finally got the rabbit! After playing phone tag I finally connected with Brian to
get the rabbit this evening. Crackle, a black and white miniature Dutch rabbit, is sitting in
our basement as I try to shield him from the snuffling noses of the dogs and the cat's
claws. Brian assures me that Crackle is gentle and not easily ruffled. We spent several
minutes talking about food and treats that Crackle can eat on stage. Evidently in the
rabbit rearing world lettuce and carrots are actually contraband to rabbit as it tends to
cause diarrhea. Hmmm.
Sharon Jacoby, my costumer, finally got back to me. Seems her mother had a
heart attack last week and she's been caught up in the recuperation. She still wants to do
the costumes and will stop by during a rehearsal this week. I've plotted everything out
and I think we can pull most of the costumes from stock.
The power and lure to create and stay involved always amazes me. No one is paid
for this endeavor and yet we rearrange our lives, forego dates and dances, classes, family
time to create and perform.

Wednesday 9/25/02
Act 1, scenes 2, 4 and 5
We worked with Mona/Nanny tonight. She is a delight to have on stage. She is so
worried about doing the right thing! She wears a hearing aid but turns it down for the
scenes when she is on stage with Beatrice. When she yells, her strident tone is painful to
Mona. We are working on setting visual cues for Mona to work with. I'm sure it is a
little daunting to be onstage and unable to hear clearly! In addition to setting the visual
cues (when to spill the cup of water, when to reach for a spoon, how long to struggle with
the walker and the chair) we practices entrances and exits. Chelsea, the Props Mistress,
and Beth, the Stage Manager, have worked out the details of who will be on stage right
and stage left to help Mona on and off stage. At one point she must enter and exit in the
dark. Rehearsal went well and everyone had a great time. Isn't that what this all
supposed to be about?

Thursday 9/26/02
We worked Act 2 and started with the monologues first then ran the entire scene
from start to finish. I had planned to time it for the first time but we had too many
interruptions. Actors didn't write their blocking down as diligently as they did during the
first act so we ended up with several questions. Mona and Patty arrived at 8pm and we
got Mona onstage within the first 35 minutes. She does a great job but she is a little
concerned about hitting her cues or getting off stage on her own. I've tried to assure her
that she's doing a great job and that we will have someone backstage to assist her off
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stage and that the assistant stage managers will help her get onstage at the right times.
She is so worried her efforts and lack of experience will ruin the show!
Crackle, the rabbit, is doing nicely despite the fact that Pam/Beatrice scares the
bejabbers out of him when she bellows on stage. He/she seems comfortable when out of
the cage and being held by the girls. He/she tends to relax and drink a lot of water until
Pam/Beatrice enters then he/she sits up at full attention.
Janice/ Renee is ill but getting better. I've been battling a sore throat and cough
and am worried about passing germs to the rest of the cast. Sigh.
Met with Scott Wenger, the scenic designer and builder. We talked about minor
modifications to the set and he plans to start building this week. We are to have the walls
and stairs up in two weeks! Fantastic! The stairs will be one stair less and he wants to
incorporate the huge I-beams that intersect the stage into the set's design. He also plans to
paint the floor with a concrete or cement texture and add an area rug or two.

Friday 9/27/02
We have to head to Grants Pass as Justice is leaving on a business trip. Corinne's
family wanted to leave for the weekend and Pam must head t(.l) Eugene for an all day class
on Saturday so no one protested when I suggested no rehearsal for tonight.

Saturday 9/28/02
Dark tonight.

Sunday 9/29/02
We worked Act 1 tonight and timed it. Pam recorded the whole act so she could
work on memorization while she commutes to Eugene and back. Good idea. She
seemed more relaxed and tried some new things with the characters, which was nice.
Everyone is so hard on themselves, especially on Sundays when they've had a day off.
They actually seem a little more relaxed than they did on Thursday. Shannon/Ruth was
challenging herself to get off book early. I really enjoy working with her. She asks good
questions and is open to trying new approaches. Corinne/ Tillie is still a little stiff with
the role, but she's getting the idea. We talked about inner monologue today, since she
spends a lot of time onstage without a line of dialogue. That seemed to help. She takes
direction well, but seems to want to be told what to do rather than trying to make
discoveries on her own.
Mona/Nanny is a delight. She studies her script every day and said she thought
she'd know everyone's part by the end of the run. I don't doubt that at all! She is terribly
worried about doing everything PERFECT! I told her she needed to make a few mistakes
as actors learn from each one ... and that she had to be sure to include a few Humility
mistakes as well. She threw her head back and laughed at that one. She's a wonderful
lady. As an aside last year she helped elderly Alzheimer's patients and she refers to their
behavior when she discusses her character. My scale is rebalancing heavily in her favor.
She's a marvel.
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Pictures are starting to gel now. Despite the fact that everyone still has a script the
movement is looking better. I love the stairs. Can't wait to see the actors on them. Oh,
what the imagination can do, eh?

Monday 9/30/02
Act 2. Tonight we worked right through each scene so I could get a sense of the
time. The second act lasted 50 minutes, but there's plenty to trim. Mona and Patty arrived
at 8:15 and we worked scene 5 once more. I changed the blocking and the end picture. I
wasn't satisfied with the way everyone was seated for the last picture so I got Tillie up
behind Nanny then she moves to the stairs for the final voice over. It looks much nicer
and it gives her more motivation to move. We worked on subtext for the remaining 20
minutes then worked the last scene again. They recited their lines then whispered the
subtext, which allowed them to experiment with the scene a little more. We then did a
line rehearsal with just that scene. Shannon liked the process but wanted to put the whole
thing back on its feet, but we'd run out of time. So we'll revisit the exercise when we do
the scene again on Thursday. Pam asked for Friday off since she's teaching a class on
Saturday ... that means instead of running selected scenes as the schedule stated, we'll
run a line rehearsal with Shannon and Corinne instead. I fear that Pam may be the one
who would benefit from the line rehearsal the most.
Mona is having a great time with the role. It is so interesting to see her walk
onstage and in character, shuffling with the walker and ready to tip over, then break
character and bound off the stage! She laughs with glee that she is in this play. She told
me the other day that she is turning her hearing aid off now since it hurts when
Beatrice/Pam yells at her! She's quite a character! I don't like the yelling either. It seems
to sap Pam/Beatrice of her vocal strength in later scenes and it is too strident. Need to
work on it. Kerr always said, "Make another choice."

Tuesday 10/1/02
Dark tonight. Recording Tillie/ Corinne's voice-overs at the theatre. Dee set up
the recording equipment and recorded through the sound system. He has put them on a
tape and Justice will transfer them to a CD for the final sound cues. Corinne and I
rehearsed each portion then she recorded. I had initially scheduled 30 minutes and we
were done in 45. Corinne took direction very well and was able to change and tweak each
delivery. She has a beautiful voice.

Wednesday 10/2/02
Act One
Offbook
What a difference a rehearsal can be without scripts! It was good that we'd timed
the acts in the previous rehearsals because each scene was at least 10-20 minutes longer
with actors calling for lines. In fact, we didn't finish the first act and will pick up scene
five with tomorrow's rehearsal.
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With books finally out of hands, each actor realized she had to find some
business. Cigarettes will occupy both Beatrice and Ruth, so Corinne and I talked about
her options. This will include care for the rabbit, cleaning up around the house and
organizing her area. Nanny/Mona is a delight to watch on stage as she is working so hard
to look frail!
We worked a beat with Beatrice and Ruth during scene four where Beatrice
catches Ruth in mid-run when she is startled by the thunder. They had just walked
through the bit with books several times, but tonight without scripts they needed to focus
on the timing. They walked through it and even tried the whole piece in slow motion.
That became a very funny scene and we all found ourselves giggling hysterically. This
has to be the first time we've laughed during a rehearsal. I love this process. We had the
luxury of trying new things and setting movement with ample rehearsal. Whew!
I'm a little worried about costumes, as I haven't heard from Sharon since she
stopped by. Her mother was in the hospital recovering from heart attack but I haven't
heard any further news. I bought pajamas for the girls and pulled two nightgowns for
Nanny, but all of the items need some alterations. Sigh.

Thursday 10/3/02
Act Two
Off book
We finished Act 1, scene 5 though Pam arrived 15 minutes late again and
Shannon was limping as she's injured herself while playing soccer earlier in the day. Ok,
things have got to smooth out. The actors are make discoveries left and right with the
books out of their hands. Business has become a big deal finally! We'll have the set this
Sunday or Monday. Can't wait.
Rehearsal was a little difficult today since everyone is off book for the first time
with this act, and Shannon had to sit in the house with her leg propped up due to her
injury. Damn that soccer game! Corinne/Tillie had her work cut out for her as she
maneuvered around a sister who wasn't on stage and a mother who had to call out for a
line almost every time. Mona was a delight, as usual, as she arrived early with Corinne
and her family. She is so gracious and so excited to be doing this play. My initial
misgivings are melting away. She is very dependable and remembers more of the
blocking than the other actors! She keeps saying that she thinks she'll know all of the
play verbatim before the end of the production! I'd wager she knows some actor's lines
in their entirety!
Chelsea is doing a great job of securing the props. Each day she brings something
new for the set. The phone is still a problem, but she or Justice will get it to work. She is
going to look for a smaller couch and more props this weekend.
Sharon called! Her mother is doing better though she will have surgery this
Monday. I've pulled more items and will continue to do so until Sharon comes back to
the theatre. We talked today and she may drop by for Sunday's rehearsal. The costumes
aren't that difficult though I do want to get the time period right. Items that I pulled for
rehearsal purposes are adequate but the actors are asking on occasion, "I won't be using
this during the show, right?" Right ... .I hope! Gulp!
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Friday 10/4/02
Pam/Beatrice is unavailable tonight so I worked with Shannon/Ruth and Corinne/
Tillie on objectives and obstacles and subtext. We sat in the greenroom and ran lines with
me reading Beatrice's portion of the script. This was a great rehearsal. Shannon would
stop us with her occasional, "Question" but it was less often than usual.
In addition to working on subtext and the word grab exercise we talked about the
reality of these characters and if they could identify kids they knew at school that might
be a Ruth or Tillie today. It was so interesting to listen to these two young women and
their approach to acting, life, and family. Yes, we did get a little offtrack at times.
We also talked about what each character wanted out of life during the show and
beyond, Each also had to predict what her character might do after the curtain closed in
the life of the play. Shannon outlined the choices that Ruth faced which included
following her mother's path and marrying or bearing children young. She also outlined a
path that included suicide, though she discounted that Ruth would actually take this step.
Corinne painted a more positive picture for Tillie though it had little contact with her
mother, Beatrice. Both girls believed that the two sisters would remain close but that the
ties to Beatrice would diminish. It was an interesting rehearsal.

Saturday 10/5/02
Dark tonight.
Sunday 10/6/02
Paper Tech.
We met at 5pm at the theatre and Dee ran the paper tech with my stage manager,
Beth, and my lighting designer, Justice. Our light board operator, Scott, arrived late, but
jumped into the process once he was there. Dee is very organized and clear about his
instructions and expectations and was an excellent example for my students and myself.
We worked through the first act then ran out of time as the actors arrived to work so we
will finish Act two's paper tech on Tuesday. He made paper tech so easy!
Tonight we worked Act one. There was a little low energy from the cast. I am
fighting a cold and am worried that they will start to drop. We worked the act from start
to finish and I gave notes after each scene. We're still off our time and Ruth/Shannon
still stops and calls, "Question!" when she needs clarification of a line or her movement
on stage. I need to address this soon, but they are so newly off book. ..
It is so much fun to see Mona act on stage. She enters from stage right in this act
and takes a painfully long time to cross the stage. Chelsea, my props mistress, attached
some bells to her walker to heighten the irritation of her slow progress but they barely
made a sound. We reworked her entrance to time the lines better and each time she would
gingerly pick up her walker and scurry, yes scurry, to her place, plant that walker down,
then hunch over it and become Nanny once more. She is amazing. I fear I'm starting to
sound like a broken record as I sing her praises.
Beatrice/Pam is making great choices as she tackles the role. I suggested that she
not shout anymore when addressing Nanny, but instead whisper the lines. Let's try
working the opposites. It was impossible to hear, but she made some amazing
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discoveries! Bravo! She has grown so much from the first readings when she was strident
and loud. Now her approach is deeper in her body and even more sinister. While she is
not off book yet she is getting closer. I love the way she thinks out loud then puts her
ideas into action to rehearse a bit or reworks a line delivery. However, I don't want that
to pop out during a performance!
Tillie/Corinne has made giant strides with her character as well. With so little to
say on stage, she is finding more and more to do. She tries to disappear, with slow
graceful and measured movement that when she does speak, you are jolted to realize that
someone else is in the room. She still has a hard time overhearing and reacting to
Beatrice phone call, but she is finding new things. She takes direction so well. I can't
wait to see what she does with an audience when she has their energy to contend with.

Monday 10/7/02
We have a set! Scott put it up sometime between our last rehearsal and today!
What a surprise. He builds in his shop them brings the pieces over where he and Dee put
it all together. We have no door, windows, or curtains yet. The stairs are wonderful! He
managed to use every inch of height that was possible. The doorway at the top measures
five feet so Beatrice/Pam will have to stoop slightly when she makes her entrances.
However, I think the audience will barely notice as she either begins her exit up the stairs
as the lights fade, or she enters when there is more action at the floor level. The little
refrigerator is there but we don't have the counter for the hot plate or the hot plate yet.
Scott included open shelves under the stairs for storage and a cabinet fa~ade as well. The
window seat is a great height and Beatrice/Pam will not have to stand on it as the window
with the paper will be close enough for her to reach while standing on the floor.
No Sharon today, but I didn't expect her as her mother is undergoing surgery
today for her heart problems. I bought a robe for Nanny and pulled some other things to
consider from the costume loft. I am getting a little nervous that we haven't seen her.
The cast was very surprised to see the set! We had a great rehearsal as they
continued to discover new things and moved around the confines of their little house. We
have a lot of set dressing to do!
We worked Act 2 then read notes and worked on 2-3 beats from scenes one and
five. The action with the staged push between Beatrice and Ruth is still in the working
phase as actors incorporate their lines with the blocking more fully. Sometimes it is a
little frustrating, as they seem to have gained ground only to lose it the next night. I wish
we had the luxury of rehearsing the entire show each night.
We reblocked the last stage pictures AGAIN for scene five then worked through
them twice. I think I've lost count of the times I've reblocked the movement in this
section. There's always been something lacking. I need the audience to see how Matilda
finally realizes that it is all up to her to make her future possible. The last few rehearsals
have lacked that essential element. However I can't think of what do to manipulate the
scene. Aghghghghg! Now Tillie/Corinne assists Nanny/Mona in sitting while
Beatrice/Pam delivers her last line, "I hate the world, Matilda. Do you know that? I hate
the world." Then she gets a cookie for Nanny who then clasps her hand and makes eye
contact with her for the first time. I like that moment. Then Tillie/Corinne walks past the
dead rabbit to the stairs as her voiceover begins. She ends on the stairs and delivers her
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last line. Patty Rosen and Corrine's mother were in the audience as we worked it and
when I looked back at them I discovered we were all in tears. What a beautiful moment.
Finally, there is the hope I was searching for.

Tuesday 10/8/02
Dark tonight.
We finished Act two's paper tech within 45 minutes. Dee will type out the cue
sheets and get them back to me. I'll start the sound effect CD tonight and hopefully we
can start using is by Thursday. I thought of using only instrumental music but chucked
the idea. Now I'm looking at music from the period. Chelsea has rigged the phone to ring
beautifully and will control it from back stage. We are still having difficulty locating a cat
skeleton so Chelsea may create one from paper mache and wire. She is amazing and I
hope to work with her again! Dee has steamed all the old wallpaper off the walls and the
set is getting ready to be painted. Still no doors or windows.

Wednesday 10/9/02
Set is painted. It was dry but a little smelly to work onstage today. The base coat
is all that was applied and it is a sickly olive green with a touch of yellow and grey. We
have a front door as well. We'll also have a stained concrete floor with the whole process
is complete. Hmmm, magic of theatre!
I had everyone try on costume pieces that I'd brought in. Luckily the skirts fit
Tillie perfectly and the red sweater and skirt fit Ruth. The two housecoats I purchased for
Beatrice are rather vibrant in color, one is green and the other a royal blue, so I have a
little distressing to do. Sharon showed up midway through out rehearsal so I let the actors
run while she and I looked over what I'd pulled or purchased. Corinne's mother is going
to get the remaining pieces of her costume: rumpled white shirt, dickey, knee socks,
loafers and flats. She will be the plaid darling. Sharon pulled a couple of dresses and
coats for Beatrice to wear and we settled on a vibrant green suit for her. Sharon is going
to build a black turban with feather accents then add more feathery accents to the suit
jacket. One of Nanny's nightgowns needs a little adjustment so Sharon took it home as
well. I will scuff up and stain her robe this weekend. The only costume pieces still in
limbo are Ruth's Act one ensembles and Janice Vickery's dress. Sharon pulled a few
items for her to try on as well so maybe we are closer than I think. Right now, I feel we
are in a good position with costumes.
We worked through Act one and I watched as the actors continued to make great
discoveries. Ruth/Shannon still stopped the action with her occasional "Question!" but
there were fewer to contend with. Tomorrow I will tell her that she can no longer do this.
Beatrice/Pam is still using her book and I'm a little worried, but she assures me that she
will be solid by Sunday. Sigh. I know that she her life is busy with work and school and
family and I knew that her time would fill up but I can't help worrying.
We had to rework some visual cues with Nanny/Mona when she spills the water,
and this is looking even better. She surprised me in scene five as she sat drinking her beer
then tentatively dipped the cookie Tillie/Corinne had given her into the glass. She is
finding things to do! I love it. Every time we talk, she glows about how this experience is
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giving her a new spring in her step and that she actually feels younger! She is so studious
and takes the whole process so seriously!

Thursday 10/10/02
New stress for the actors! The reporter for The Bulletin, the local newspaper,
watched the entire show as a sort ofrough preview. He knew he'd see a rehearsal without
benefit of set dressing, costumes, sound or lights, so the pressure was on the actors. They
did well, though Pam and Shannon wanted to call for lines at times. He talked to Temple
about her new position as Executive Managing Director then spent a few minutes with
Mona. We talked briefly during the intermission. The article is due Tuesday so I hope
he got enough information.
The first time through was a little rough. Scene changes are going very well as
Chelsea anticipates any problems before they arise. She's a real gem. She came on
board with this production when I called her number. She had just recently returned to
Bend from Colorado and had volunteered at CTC years ago .. She is a Landscape
Architect for a design firm in town and is an amazing and understated addition to this
production. She rigged the phone, created all the props, will help dress the set, and
assists Mona on and off the stage. She is such a gem!
Back to the show. Beatrice/Pam used her book for half of the show and struggles
with lines the rest of the time. She is using a tape in her car to help her out, but I fear the
tape may have some flaws in it as some of her mistakes are pretty consistent. We're
going to try to meet to run lines, but she's booked solid for the week and weekend.
The blocking and general movement looks good from a variety of seating areas,
but I'll really be able to assess the movement on stage once the lights are added. Overall,
the movement doesn't look like the actor is saying, "The director said to move here so I
will" as she moves on stage. Great!
Ruth/Shannon is still in the big clunky leg brace/cast from her injury though she
assures me she will no longer need it once the show starts. Breathe. She hasn't done the
convulsion scene for two weeks now and I'm just a little nervous. We'll see how she
does at Sunday's rehearsal.
·
Janice/Renee has been a real trouper thorough the whole process. She's taken a
little part and created a variety of character approaches to make the character annoying
yet comic. I love directing this actor as she listens and tries new things. She could have
made simple choices with this small part, but she's managed to make a small part really
shine.
Tillie/Corinne is a joy to watch on stage as well. She has really worked on
listening and reacting to the actions on stage throughout the play. She has such a difficult
job, saying so little, but being present and attentive throughout each scene. Hard stuff for
a young actor. She is a scream off stage, which makes working with her a delight. She is
either singing, or catwalk walking, or acting foolish ... just as any 13 year old should.
Overall the rehearsal went well. Some actors worked with costume pieces while
others concentrated on hitting their lines and staying in character. I had scheduled
tomorrow's rehearsal for another stab at the entire show, but I think we'll change that and
make it a rehearsal for Beatrice/Pam only. Everyone else is doing very well.
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Friday 10/11/02
Beatrice/Pam and I worked together on her lines as she has had little one on one
time to study. She is very close to being off book but she still paraphrases and gets things
out of sequence. We discussed the character a bit as well to finalize some things. The
beauty of Beatrice is that is isn't just a bitchy mother. She really thinks what she does is
for the best. She could probably rationalize that her harsh actions will better prepare her
daughters for that hateful world that dealt her such a crappy hand. I want Pam to find the
sweetness, or what little is left in the character.
Pam is a very busy lady with her teaching load, starting up a new counseling
practice, moving into new office space, and taking care of her family. She is so close to
having this part nailed. We did the word grab exercise but she really has no problem with
the dialogue between mother and daughters. The areas that are the most challenging for
her are the longer monologues. Here she stumbles from thought to thought and hasn't
built in as many cues to help her create the flow of thought or the motivation to keep her
focused. She has a bad habit of talking under her breath when working a scene as it she
were talking or coaching her actions. I will need to watch for this when she's in dress as
it is distracting and not a part of the character. We worked on the first act for two hours
then broke up for the evening. I can relate to the difficulty of memorizing lines
especially when you have so many other distractions like family and work and study.
We'll try to meet again tomorrow while Justice hangs and focuses lights for the show.

Saturday 10/12/02
Dark tonight.
I dropped Justice off at the theatre and looked at the sofa and table at St. Vincent
DePaul while Dee continued to paint the set and Justice began his work on the lights.
After the baby woke from her nap we returned to the theatre (four hours later) to see the
fruit of his labor. He programmed each lighting cue on a separate submaster to make the
light board operator's job very easy. We went through each scene and he walked me
through the complicated lightening-lights up-lightening-blackout to blue light- transition
in Act one, scene four. If Scott, the light board operator, can handle the sound cues and
the lightening, this should look very cool!
Dee has added the wood finish of the walls and painted the school platform. He's
going to texture the kitchen area, hang the gym curtain, paint the moldings and base
boards, and add any finishing touches this weekend. The two bookshelves and the bench
will be added so Chelsea and I can dress the set on Monday. This is going so well.
I distressed Beatrice's house coats and dyed Nanny's nightgown and robe.
Sharon took the other items home to work on or alter and should be bringing them back
on Monday. Most things need to be hemmed or taken in. Not a bad alterations task. I'm
so glad Sharon can do all of this so effortlessly.

Sunday 10/13/02
Cue to cue with light and sound cues
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This went well! I was worried that it might be too tedious for the actors who have
been more comfortable with using their time, but most found time offstage to study lines
with fellow actors. We worked the show from beginning to end then I had Beth and Scott
determine which scenes gave them the most trouble and we worked them as well. Most of
the scenes are simple "Lights up-lights down" though Act one, scene four requires
gymnastic skill from Scott to man the sound and lights. We ended up working that scene
and the final scene with the specials that fade out as Tillie's voice over rolls on. I
reblocked a little of that end picture AGAIN, and now Tillie brings the trophy with her to
the stair's first landing. A beautiful moment. Will we add anything else?
For the most part, cue-to-cue went well. Shannon has a smaller cast that covers
only her ankle. After her last doctor's visit last week, it seems that in addition to
cracking her growth plate she may have also fractured a bone in her lower leg, but more
tests will determine the extent of the injury. In the meantime she is walking in this little
boot and may go on stage with it. Sigh. Pam lost her voice so I read her lines during the
cue to cue since she could barely speak above a whisper. This is a little frustrating, but
the obstacle is surmountable. She needs bed rest and lots of sleep. I hope she gets it. We
open in four days.
The set looks great. Dee has added a lot of texture to the set especially around the
kitchen. The dressing has begun and has truly become a collaborative affair. I dropped off
two boxes of things at lunch for the stage with the idea that I would dress the stage after
the rehearsal; however, when I arrived Dee had already placed most of the items that I
had left! Yahoo! In addition he had crawled up into the props loft and pulled a couple
more boxes of junk to put on the shelves!

Monday 10/14/02
Tech rehearsal with costumes.
Add lights, props, scene changes, sound.
A good rehearsal for the technical crew. Costumes went well though we are still
missing one outfit for Ruth. Hair will be kept simple as well as make up. The window is
in and the newspaper will not be applied wet as we had discussed earlier. Instead,
Chelsea will tape the newspaper to the Plexiglas. The other side of the the surface has
been sanded and ground and painted over. You can see the light through the glass, but not
clearly enough. Also, the tearing of the paper takes place in the evening and there is no
light on the street to show Ruth or Tillie as they return. We thought of adding light but
Chelsea and Pam both cross and could be seen if we added light. The set looks great
though I'm bringing more things from home to further dress the stage. Beth is still
having trouble with calling the show as she can't see the action and must rely on Scott for
some of the visual cues.
Pam is still very tentative about her lines and it really shows. She needs to put the
time in to get the practice and confidence. I hate that we don't have a rehearsal scheduled
for tomorrow as Pam has to head to Eugene for her class.
Costumes look great, though we need to make a few alterations. Sharon is a
wizard in this department though I may take a few things home to hem. Pam's black
turban with the matching feathers is not working. She put it on, but it kept slipping off
her head. It was such an obstacle that she missed more lines due to the distraction.
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Matilda's white blouse is glaringly white so I may try to tone it down. The skirts look
great. Ruth's costumes look great though the brace on her leg is hard to ignore. She says
the doctor has a smaller one but she can't get it until tomorrow or Wednesday at the
latest! Breathe!

Tuesday 10/15/02
Pam came over for two hours this morning before she headed to Eugene and we
worked on the first act lines. She is going to t try to get someone to drive over with her to
work the lines as well. As Pam's schedule dictates, we are dark tonight. She is heading
to Eugene for a class and I have time to write letters to the cast for opening night.
Everyone else is right on for lines. They are ready, but Pam still needs a week of
rehearsal to feel as comfortable as I'd like her to. be. Tomorrow will be a long night.
The set is looking more and more complete. Chelsea rearranged items and alerted the
actors to the changes. She is so organized and able to think four steps ahead and
anticipate any potential problems. Today I held auditions for my high school show Night
of January 16111 and callbacks will be tomorrow. I must be insane.

Wednesday 10/16/02
Dress rehearsal/Double rehearsal
Tech rehearsal with costumes and makeup
Fine tune lights, props, scene changes, sound.
We started the first show at 7pm and the second one at 9:30pm. What a long
night. Pam/Beatrice met with Dee earlier today to work on her lines again. The second
show was much better than the first one. She is so close. The lines are there, but the
confidence isn't and every time she drops a line she drops her character and starts to
founder. When she grabs a thread she uses it like a lifeline. The girls have stopped trying
to bail her out and give her the time to find the thread. It can be somewhat uncomfortable
but she's getting closer.
The technical part of the show went smoother, though Scott forgot to start the
music and set the light levels too bright. We talked at the second intermission and cleared
up some confusion. I think. Justice designed the light cues so that each one is on a
separate sub master with levels set, but Scott keeps pulling the Master to 100% and shifts
the levels brighter. Auugh!
The second run went much better than the first one. I kept notes short and gave
breaks when we could. The pacing is great until Pam starts to flounder then the energy
and focus disintegrate. The second run through was less painful to watch. We are so
close. I wish we had a week to polish. We got out of there just before midnight. Ifl could
write notes for the girls to excuse them from classes I would.

Thursday 10/17/02
Preview night
We had about 65 people in the audience. The majority of the audience members
are from Stone Lodge and Bend Villa Court, two retirement communities in Bend. The
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rest were form.er actors, directors, and technicians from previous shows. They were very
responsive and chatty throughout the performance. When Beatrice threatened to pour the
water over Nanny's head, there was a gasp. When she yelled at her daughters someone in
the audience said aloud, "She's just like modem parents." They seemed to like the show
though there seemed to be a stunned silence after the lights went out on Tillie on the
stairs. Then Scott brought the lights up too quickly and the curtain call sped by. I need
to talk to him about the timing of the ends of both acts. He's never done this before and
needs to get a feel for the control of the show.

Friday 10/18/02
Opening Night!
They were a little quiet. 66 patrons A good show but with only a few dropped
lines. The actors felt very good about the performance. Mona was on cloud nine after the
show. She did a marvelous job. The visual cues for spilling the cup of water went week
and she got on and off stage without a hitch. The pacing was good throughout the show,
though there were a few dropped lines and drops in energy. I'm still taking notes and will
post them in the green room after they all leave. The warm up for tomorrow will be the
dropped scenes from tonight's performance. The push between Beatrice and Ruth looks
good though I was holding my breath as Shannon went down on her weak leg. The
convulsion at the end of the show was convincing and made me squirm. There's still
something lacking in the ending. Matilda gets the trophy and heads to the stairs, then the
lights start to fade as she speaks, but there's not enough of that moment of hope that I so
crave.

Saturday 10/19/02
Performance
What a great audience. They found the humor and sarcasm and beauty of the play.
There were a few line flubs; but overall the show was pretty tight. There's a little fine
tuning that needs to be done, but now its down to nit picking. Scott got the end of the
first act perfectly with stage in black as he brought up Ells Fitzgerald singing "God Bless
the Child" as the actors exited the stage, then he brought up the stage and house. Perfect.
The audience stayed silent for another 15 seconds then as if on one breath, they burst into
talk. That was neat. At first I thought maybe we'd timed the intermission poorly but then
they burst into conversation about the play. I loved eavesdropping.
Sunday 10/20/02
Matinee at 2pm
Today there were eighty-eight patrons for the first Sunday performance. The cast feels
very confident and their performance showed. This group was a little chatty throughout
the performance, talking in between scene changes throughout, unlike last night's group
who seemed to be collectively holding their breaths. They begin to talk as soon as the
blackout begins then give attention once the lights Come up. The reaction at intermission
has been great. Some say it's a little hellish to watch, then many turn to their
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friend/partner/spouse and add, ''And I thought my/your mother was bad!" If anything it
has people talking. That, I love!
The scene changes are going much smoother and the lighting cues were almost
perfect, with the only error being that Renee/Janice Vickery was left in the dark for the
third time during the curtain call. Scott must apologize once more.
Pam/Beatrice is finding new things each evening. She builds in intensity with
each performance. She is still paraphrasing but the lines are much smoother and her
confidence with the role is encouraging! She's made ever more discoveries about the role
as she no longer needs that script to refer to. I am a little nervous about what two days
off will do to this newfound strength and confidence.

Monday and Tuesday
Dark

Friday 10/25/02
Performance Brenda and Rod are here.
Met with Brenda and Rod briefly after. She had good observations to offer and
I'll share them with the actors tomorrow. Biggest one was breaking the fourth wall. I see
her point and will see what we can do to get them to risk more. She also mentioned that
Beatrice/Pam looks too good up there in her drab robe. I think we can add a bit more to
her preshow preparation to make her look a little more haggard and weathered. Pam has
mentioned that they all look like they have $50 haircuts. They do look like a family up
there, but a family with great hair! The ring and cross that she was wearing was an
oversight and she should have taken both off before the show. We've been checking for
multiple earrings and the like with the younger girls but need to be more vigilant with
everyone else. I'm just waiting for the night I forget to tell Mona/Nanny to remove her
hemp bracelet! It was a good show with a good audience.

Sunday 11/3/02
Matinee 2 pm
Strike to follow.
Well, it has come to this: closing night. On one hand I can't believe this day is
finally here, on the other hand I wish it were another week away. It has been such a
delight to work with all of these talented people. The run has been very smooth and
audience response has been good. There were some who couldn't muster the second act
and left during intermission, but this is not a show for everyone. One couple brought their
preteen children and I was a little worried about them, but they seemed to enjoy the show
as well.
It was been so much fun to watch each of the actors slip into the role and tear it
off after each show. They are so comfortable with one another, relaxed, giddy even. I had
talked to Corinne/Matilda's mother early in the rehearsal period to see how she was doing
with the role and she reported that it had been a subject for their dinner table conversation
on more than one occasion. She said Corinne loved the challenge of the role and the
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power at the end. For Shannon/Ruth it was fun to watch a young actor make so many
discoveries about herself and the way she worked. Even with a cast on, she tried to make
every moment in rehearsal count. She attends a rival high school in Bend and is involved
in Drama there, but has never had a large role. This was her first and she learned so
much! For Renee/Janice, it was the opposite. Here is a young actor with lots of talent and
experience in high school theatre (She is currently cast in my show at Summit, has a lead
role at Bend High, is finishing this role up and is in Peter and the Wolf) cast in a rather
small part. And rather than grouse about it she had fun trying new things with Janice. If
the audience could have seen the many faces of Janice, they would have been surprised
by her versatility. Beth, my stage manager, has also grown. Unable to raise her voice
above a whisper, she easily belts lines to actors, tells them to pipe down when too noisy
and takes good care of all things show related. And she wants to do this stage
management stuff for another show! Chelsea, my props mistress, was a gold mine! She
is quiet and unassuming but boy she makes a mean looking cat and plants, and set
dressing, ringing phone. She was a gem to find. I hope she stays involved in CTC and
Second Street as she has great skills.
Well, it was a bittersweet performance, one of their strongest with nary a line
dropped. Everyone was in the same zone for the show as they had been during the last
matinee. Pam and I are eager to move on to other things. (I'm in rehearsal at school for a
show that opens in December and her new office is ready to open.) However, the rest of
the cast would like to extend the run indefinitely. Mona is rather sad as she said this
experience had opened her world even more at 86 and she was looking forward to the
next adventure.
Strike lasted two house. Many hands DO make light work! We removed all
personal props first then began the tedious task of removing, sorting, and returning all the
props that were on stage. The green room quickly filled up as every surface on the stage
was emptied. Scott W. and Dee did most of the tear down of the set and the walls were
loaded into Scott's trailer for storage. In two hours we had completely cleared the stage,
stored away countless props and bric-a-brac, sorted and returned costumes pieces and
those for laundry, and even pulled out platforms that were to be used for the next show.
That's teamwork! Crackle will bid us all farewell too as his keeper will be picking him
up sometime this week. Oh the tales that rabbit will tell.
The plan for a cast party and wrap up of the show will occur next week when we
head to Honkers for a great meal then ... bowling! Yes, that's the plan for closure. I think
Matilda would have loved that idea. Ruth would have been scooping for cute guys, and
Beatrice? Well, it you could get her out of the house . . .
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Ms. Hoffman's direction of The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man in the Moon
Marigolds rendered an accomplished and unified production which more than
satisfied requirements for the project part of her thesis. I characterize
her direction as thorough, specific, thoughtful, dark and intense. In the
following categories, I will reflect on what I saw:
Set and Props

The theatre is a small and intimate 130 seat proscenium with a very slight
thrust stage, which suited her project very well. When one entered the
theatre there was an immediate absorption into the world of the play via the
set. I really liked how realistic the setting was and think the design of it
did much to address the challenges of the theatre space, which is wide,
shallow and with a low ceiling. The detritus of the family's life laid
about creating a sense of dysfunction, decay and chaos. The rabbit, the
only living creature on the set as the audience entered, created a lovely
contrast to the world around him. With shining eyes and white fur, he stood
out in a world of dust and mess.
Throughout the play I found the set and props served the play well. There
were appropriate areas for the staging of various scenes and many
opportunities for interesting compositions and picturization. I was
relieved that Anita chose to have the actor's use fake cigarettes both as a
general health concern, due to smallness of the space and also out of
respect for the age of the actors and laws of the state. Smoking is such an
important part of this ploy's business and it was handled well. The dead
bunny prop was acceptable but not as believable as one might have hoped.
Costumes and Makeup

The costumes were mostly successful in fleshing out or supporting the
details of each character. Beatrice lived in her bathrobe for the most
part. In a later scene when she dresses up to go to the school, her "getup.,
was fittingly garish and bizarre. Nanny also appeared in the appropriate

housecoat and pajamas. Tillie, in little pleated skirts, anklets, blouse
with round collar and sweater had a sweetness that was true to character.
Ruth's short skirts and tight clothing conveyed her character's need for
attention and conflicted sexuality. All the basic costume choices worked
well.
The attention to detail in the costumes was lacking in some ways. Both
Beatrice and Ruth~,s hair looked salon dyed and cut. Both character·!s
makeup also seemed more polished than it would be for a family in dire
straits and at this period in history. Beatrice wore a very fancy wedding
ring set and gold cross that were obviously the personal property of the
actor and not a character choice. This distracted from the finished product
somewhat and gave Beatrice a polish more fitting of a well-to- do
suburbanite.

Lighting and Sound
The lighting was perfunctory and probably did all that it could with the
limitations of the theatre space. Some scenes were too dark and made it
difficult to maintain the interest and focus of the audience. Overall, I
feel that the lighting designer did the best that he could with a very
limited set-up. Sound levels could have been higher. The first narration,
at the start of the play was really half way through before the audience
settled in and listened. This was partly due to the sound level and also
how the lights and sound failed to work together in the opening moment.
Overall, the sound was not distracting but it also did little to enhance the
production. I liked the music choices and would have appreciated hearing
them more fully.
Acting

I would rate the skill of the actors as varying from beginner to advanced
beginner but age appropriate. Keeping this in mind, the acting in the
production was consistent and exhibited a more than adequate level of
accomplishment. Voices could be heard, movement was appropriate for
character and interpretation was, for the most part, in keeping with the
writing in the play. I particularly enjoyed the young girl who played
Tillie. Although she is not an actor, she had a stage presence that was

captivating to watch. The actor playing the mother had some strong
moments although, overall, I found her to be without humor, which made the
play unrelenting in its intensity. The actor who played Ruth gave her role
great effort but seemed recited and lacked honesty. The older womanplaying Nanny was quite good in the role because she was very believable.
The actors engaged in an ensemble approach to acting which exhibited a
cohesion and generosity of spirit toward one another which I enjoyed and
speaks well of the director's influence.

Direction
Anita's direction of the play demonstrated mastery of the basic theories
and tenets of her director training. Focus was clean, blocking seemed
motivated, there was an accomplished unity of all of the elements. Her
interpretation appeared to emphasize the dark, abusive world of the play. I
quibble with her interpretation of the play in some ways. For example, I
think that the audience needs to like the mother in spite of her dysfunction
and abuse of the family. If we like her at some moments and then hate her
at other moments, it adds a richness to the viewing experience and might
encourage the audience to question their own perceptions.
In this production, there was nothing to like about the mother, she was an
unrelenting "bitch" for the duration of the play. When a playwright gives a
director a character like that, I think it is important to find all the ways
one can to play the antithesis. In doing so, the director helps to keep the
audience surprised by what might come next. I think Zindel gives the play
moments of lightness, which offer variety and likeability of the characters.
Anita's production found few of those moments. Her rendition of the play
was that of a dark and hopeless world where the child will survive, maybe.
Having disagreed with her interpretation, I must add that Anita's choices
were consistent and part of the unified whole. In comparing her production
with other thesis projects, I would say that she achieved a very high level
of success and was wise to produce it where she did and with the cast she
used. Her work on this show sets a fine example for other masters
students who would be well advised to emulate her thoroughness, industry in
finding the proper venue and overall accomplishment. This was a fine
production and one that Anita should feel very proud to have directed.
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Self Evaluation
Overall, I felt very confident about directing this production. I loved the play from
the first reading and knew it would be a terrific vehicle for the Community Theatre of the
Cascade's intimate stage. I also knew that casting would be the biggest challenge and the
biggest factor in the success or failure of the show. I loved the luxury of knowing this
show so completely through the pre-planning and script analysis that was required for
this project. I wish I could say I did this much in-depth study for each production I start,
however teaching and a small child don't always allow one this luxury of research. The
added study gave me the confidence in making good decisions about characters,
movement, motivation, and talking with my designers. Once rehearsals started I had such
clear images of what I wanted that the rehearsal process was very easy and relaxed.
Actors were able to explore the space and take chances with movement, but I had specific
pictures that were easily incorporated into the movement of the actors. I have never felt
so prepared!
The technical and office staffs at CTC were terrific as well. From the first
production meetings through cue-to-cue to strike, everyone was ready to work and
excited about the production. Enthusiasm can be a great thing when working with a
group. As we discussed set ideas, or publicity, or rehearsal practices or casting, everyone
involved was encouraging and positive. Scott Wenger, the Technical Designer for the
show and set builder was a great resource and very open as we discussed how set pieces
were to be used. Scott's staff, along with Dee Torrey the Artistic Director at CTC, created
an acting space that was a delight to work in. My only suggestions about making it even
more realistic would have been to have coated the interior surface of the windows so that
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they didn't have the shiny surface exposed once Beatrice tore the newspaper off them. Of
course this crossed my mind during the second week of performances so, perhaps, I could
have been more attentive to those small details as well.
As I said earlier, casting was the key to success. After the first night I was a little
troubled that I hadn't seen a good Beatrice or Nanny among the number of women who'd
auditioned. However, once Pam stepped onstage the second night of auditions I knew I
could cross that role off my worry list. .. or so I thought. After finding, then losing, then
being given Nanny in the form of Mona Kirk, I was visited by a host of worries mostly
concerning an actress of advanced age, her stamina, and her ability to meet the needs of
the role. I need not have lost sleep over this as Mona proved her ability to learn and
inspire during every rehearsal and performance. Mona also brought a great boost to the
publicity portion of the show as she was interviewed by the local newspaper and was on
both local television shows! Corinne Sharlet, who would play Matilda, came to the
audition with a prepared monologue and one could easily see that she had a spark. Her
greatest obstacle in rehearsal would be how to keep that spark toned down and not
disappear outright while on stage. Overall, I thought I did very well in casting.
Another aspect of the production that was well planned was the rehearsal
schedule. Working Sunday through Thursday was a great idea on paper, as we would
have ample time for preparation. The fact that a week after being cast, Pam had taken on
another commitment that made her unavailable for Tuesday rehearsals was difficult to
manage but not insurmountable. When Shannon, who played Ruth, nearly broke her leg
in a soccer game we found ways to work around her (literally) and to give her the rest she
needed to heal. The flexibility of the cast and crew to rework schedules progressed well
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and despite the occasional set back or dark night, we made up for it with off-night
rehearsals, double rehearsals, and even a couple of line rehearsals at the local coffee
shop.
To sum up the good aspects of the production I felt I was well prepared to direct,
had excellent technical support to create the visual aspects of the show, and dedicated and
flexible actors who were willing to risk and challenge themselves.
On the other hand, if I could redo any part of this production I might rethink the
casting of Pam as Beatrice. While she rose to the challenge at the 11th hour by being as
"off book" as she could be, I think it might have been more constructive to have had
another actor who could devote herself to the role from the early stages ofrehearsal.
There were times when Pam would discover something amazing about the character
however, this was occasionally mentioned after a performance rather than after a
rehearsal. Another thing I might also do is delegate more. I found that I ran the rehearsals
more than my stage manager. While she learned a lot from the process and looks forward
to performing these duties again, I could have given her more responsibility earlier on in
the rehearsal process. However, you need to make mistakes to learn from them and I
have. I look forward to working with CTC in the future and know that I can give my
student stage managers more control than I do now. I'd also like to make the time to
study for the future shows that I direct. While it might not be as in-depth research as was
performed for this production, I would like to add more to my pre-planning agenda.
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By David Jasper
The Bulletin

"I'm here for a reason," says
Edythe "Mona" Kirk. "And
I'm tiyingto find it. Ilove life.
I'm going to live until I die."
The 86-year-old is living it up
right now, having made her acting
debut Friday in "The Effect of Garnma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon
Marigolds," now playing at Community Theatre of the Cascades. ·
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